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ABSTRACT
The drilling rate decreases with an increase in depth due to high pressure at the
boltom hole. Accordingly, there isa need for an improved rock penetration mechanism to
increase the drilling speed in deep drilling conditions. Historically, vibration assisted
drilling has shown the ability to improve the penetration rate. Therefore, current research
aims to develop a vibrating tool to be used for experimental investigation in the
laboratoryandinthefield.
Considering existing vibration and pressure pulsation tools, a pulse-cavitation
vibrating prototype was proposed. The vibrating tool, suggested for drilling penetration
improvement, was proposed to be installed behind the bitasadrill collar sub. It should
operate in deep drilling conditions and produce two major effects: high amplitude and
high frequency pressure pulsations and vibrations.
Prototype feasibility was tested using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis.
The tool was simulated to examine cavitation initiation and observe pressure pulsation
patterns over a pressure range available in the laboratory facilities, and at pressures
similar to deep drilling conditions. In addition, the density and viscosity of different
drilling fluids on the performance of the prototype were analyzed. The prototype pulse-
cavitation tool was manufactured and tested in laboratory facilities. A series of
experiments was performed to obtain a significant tool operation experience.
Measurements of pressure pulsations along with vibration accelerations were obtained
during these experiments. Data yielded agreement of these parameters, therefore, it was
concluded that cavitation produced the high frequency pressure pulsations, which caused
vibration accelerations on the prototype.
Initial CFD and experimental results show promise for the pulse cavitation tool use in
creating high frequency pressure pulses and vibrations. The prototype can now be used
for further performance and vibration assisted drilling investigations. The experience
gained in the experimental operation provides a background for future prot~type
improvement and development.
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Note on Units
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and American). In most of the cases traditional units were chosen due to several reasons:
- this study is oriented to the drilling engineering branch of the petroleum industry in
North America, where imperial units are more commonly used by the majority or
engineers;
- many American Petroleum Institute (API) standards contain non-S.l. units, as well
as industrial drilling equipment specifications presented in imperial units, such as
drill string components and drill bits;
- the majority or reviewed publications in the drilling engineering field present results
in imperial units.
Considering mentioned points, it was decided to give preference to imperial units;
however, in some cases S.l. units were used, where this system was more applicable. The
table or conversion presents conversion factors for non-S.l. units.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Currently, worldwide energy demand continues to increase. According to the latest
energy outlook published by British Petroleum (BP), world energy consumption will
increase up to 39% in the next 18 years [I]. Hydrocarbon sources of energy, which
mainly consist of oil and natural gas (NG), have been predicted to satisfy 54% of the total
energy demand by the year 2030. Although market prices for oil and natural gas are
increasing. this forecast shows that hydrocarbons will remain the main worldwide energy
source forthistimefi·ame. This means that the petroleum industry has to face the
challenge in order to discover, produce and deliver the required amount of oil and gas.
Any oil and gas field requires significant investments in orde:' to be discovered and
produced. Among the many field development stages, drilling is often the most expensive
activity. Its part in overall investment becomes even more significant when drilling takes
place offshore, in deep water and in harsh environments. Day rates forjackup rigs (with a
water depth of up to 100 m) vary from $48.000 to $148,000 USD; floating rigs that are
suitable for a harsh environment and deep water depth (up to 3000 m and even more) are
more expensive and their day rates vary from $241,000 to $458.000 USD [21. The high
eostofrig rentals challenges petroleum companies to increase the speed ofdrilling
operations. Even if a single well eould be drilled a few days faster. a significant amount
of money could be saved.
Increasing the speed of drilling operations can be subdivided into two tasks. The first
one is to decrease non-penetrating time. This time corresponds to bit tripping, casing
operation (routine drilling operations) and fishing tools, kick elimination and other
accidental operations. Mostly, non-penetrating time can be reduced by means of accurate
well design and drilling operation planning. The second task isto increase the speed of
actual drilling, called the rate of penetration (ROP), which is measured in distance drilled
per unit time (m/hour). ROP can be increased through optimizing the weight on bit
(WOS), selling proper drill bit hydraulics, adjusting favourable rotary speed and other
conventional optimizations. In addition to these methods, new advanced approaches could
be made in order to increase the ROP.
A major challenge that has been faced by drillers is drilling at great depth. It was
observed that the ROP decreases with an increase in drilling depth. This phenomenon was
described by Garnier and Lingen [3) in 1959. These authors made an approach to
investigate the causes of rock drillability reduction at greater depth. They conducted an
experimental study on a number of parameters: drilling mud, pore and confining pressure.
bit shape and type. As the result, they came to the conclusion that the major factors that
influence rock drillability are mud and pore pressure (Figure 1.1). As we can see li'om
Figure 1.1. pressure increase causes reduction of ROP. Mud and pore pressures are
related to hydrostatic pressure; consequently, pressure is higher at greater depth.
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It can be concluded that one of the major challenges for current drilling technologies
is increasing ROP at depth, as this aspect of drilling becomes very significant, taking into
account many deep off- and on-shore hydrocarbon fields,
1.2 Research Scope and Objectives
One of the promising techniques ofROP improvement is vibration drilling. whcrc
vibrations are applied to the drilling bit. The advantages of this method were describcd in
earlier publications. A few research studies investigated vibration drilling through
expcrimcntal work and they showed ROP improvement. especially for hard rocks. Onc or
the major investigations was conducted by an industry consortium in the 1950s. Drilling
Investigation Ltd (DR I). Pennigton [4] published some of the results or this invcstigation
in 1953. The DRI project was looking into ROP improvement by vibration and percussion
drilling. The researchers concluded that drilling can be greatly enhanced by these mcans.
however. they also observed a decrease of the vibration ROP enhancement with depth
incrcasc. Eventually. the researchers abandoned the project as they could not reach
drilling improvement at depth. Since that time several researchers made an attempt to
cxtcnd vibration drilling improvement to a greater drilling depth. As a result. a numbcr or
approaches were made to develop an efficient drilling vibrating tool. which could bc
operated during deep drilling. Some promising results were achieved with new downholc
tools. however. none of them have become a solution for ROP improvcment at great
depth. Consequently. it can be concluded that more investigation is required in this liclc\.
This means that more experimental studies should be performed. however. there is still a
necd for an efficient downhole vibration tool, which could eliminate drawbacks orthc
existing tools. This study aims to develop a prototype that could be used in laboratory and
ficld conditions to conduct drilling experimental investigations.
The vibration tool development was subdivided into a fhv stages:
I) identi fying and choosing a promising prototype concept, considering existing
downhole vibrating, pulsating and impacting tools;
2) simulating potential prototype capabilities within available soltware packages;
3) designing and manufacturing an actual prototype tool, considering the simulation
results outcome; and
4) prototype performance investigation through experimental analysis.
1.3 Research Background
This study is conducted under the Advanced Exploration Drilling Technology
project, which was launched in 2008 at Memorial University of Newfoundland. The main
objective of the entire project is to offer a new technology, which is called Yibration-
Assisted Rotary Drilling (YARD).
The first investigation of vibration innuence on the ROP within the YARD project,
was performed by Li [5,6]. It was proposed that in addition to conventional drilling
parameters, vibration on top of the bit could be applied to improve ROP. In ordcr to
conduct the investigation a YARD laboratory scale experimental setup was used. This
was a modified electrical coring drill rig. During experiments, coring and full face drilling
werc considcrcd at different levels of rotary speed and vibration amplitude. Yibration
t1'equency was kept constant, as well as a sufficient now rate for each rotary speed.
Experimental results for the coring bit are presented in Figure 1.2. Li suggested that
vibration amplitude has a nonlinear relation to ROP and some optimum point might exist.
'.
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Figure 1.2-ExperimentalresultsofvibrationapplicationduringcoredrillinglSI
However, a linear trend of ROP in relation to amplitude was observed during a
constant weight on bit (WOS) and constant rotary speed test, as presented in Figure 1.3.
The author also concludes from this Figure 1.3, that an ROP increase of more than 100%
was obtained with vibration application.
Similar results were obtained during drilling experiments with the full face bit
(Figure 1.4). It can be clearly concluded that ROP was enhanced by vibrations.
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Figure 1.4-Experimental results with the full face bit 161
Overall, Li stated a few important conclusions:
- the vibration-assisted technology can significantly increase the ROP;
- as vibration amplitude increases, the founder point of ROP - WOB relation
dccreases, which means that less WOB can be applied to achieve a higher ROP;
- ROP significantly increases with an increase of vibration amplitude up to the
optimum point at constant WOBand rotary speed; and
- vibration amplitude is found to be proportional to the ROP.
The discussed results were encouraging, so the YARD project moved forward to
investigate the vibration application for drilling.
Although Li's investigation showed ROP improvement, his tests were conducted al a
constant vibration fi·equency of60 Hz. The next step of this investigation was conducted
by Babatudne [7, 8], who was also a member of the YARD group. Babatunde modified
the vibration table that was used for Li'sexperiments in order to achieve control over the
vibration fi·equency. In addition, the author used diamond drag and polycrystalline
diamond compact (PDC) bits for his experimental investigation.
Babatundeconsidered three levels of amplitude (low, medium and high)and
fi·equency (45, 55 and 65 Hz) for his experiments. First experimental runs were conducted
with full face diamond drug bit. Overall, Babatunde recorded ROP improvement (up to
more than 100%) at any mode of vibrational drilling[7]. These results brought Babatunde
toafewconclusions:
- ROPcan be significantly increased with the use of vibrations;
- observed ROP increase range varies from 25% to more than 100%; and
- larger amplitude leads to higher ROP gain.
Another series of experiments was conducted with a POC bit that has two cutting
blades and two nozzles. In agreement with the author's previou~ results [7], experimental
data yielded ROP improvement in all cases of vibration assisted drilling compared to
conventional drilling. In addition, the author estimated energy contribution of the drilling
experiments and concluded that vibration was a major factor. From this series of
experiments Babatunde concluded a few points:
- ROP was improved by vibration while drilling with a POC bit; and
- optimum frequency of vibration is 65 Hz for lower WOB and 55 Hz for higher
WOB.
Another significant observation was that frequency peak was achieved at 9 Hz, which
was assumed as the mechanical interaction of rock and the two cutter POC bit at a
constant motor speed. Optimum frequencies are close to multiples 01'9 Hz, so it was also
assumed that maximum ROP increase occurs at some resonance of excited and natural
vibrations.
From the previous investigations it can be concluded that vibration-assisted rotary
drilling seems to be a very promising and efficient drilling method. which can be used in
the field soon. However, in order to apply vibrations on top of the bit, an efficient
downhole vibration tool that can operate during deep drilling conditions is required. The
next chapter will provide information on currently developed downhole vibration tools.
1.4 Significance of the Research
The YARD project investigation showed positive results, as was described in the
previous section, however, these experiments were conducted on a small scale. The
experiments were performed with an initial experimental setup and a small power
vibration source. In order to move the research project forward, a drilling investigation
should be performed on a bigger scale and in conditions that are closer to rield ones.
Moreover, at the last stage of the YARD project, experiments should take place while
drilling in reallield conditions.
The vibration table that was used lor the Li [6] and Babatunde [8] experiments
cannot satisfy project requirements for bigger scale due to its limited power and overall
geometry. The next stage of vibration experiments requires a vibration source of higher
power that could be easily installed in laboratory and in field conditions. This fact makes
it necessary to develop an efficient vibrating prototype that can be used lor further drilling
investigation within the YARD project. Moreover, the required prototype should be able
to fit both laboratory and field capabilities. This will provide more flexibility in terms of
experimental work,as well as the ability to compare laboratory and rield results. In
addition, the tool should fit larger scale experiments, and consider drilling with a bit
diameter of up to 6 inches.
Consequently. it can be concluded that further YARD project investigation, related to
larger scale experiments, cannot proceed and be successfully performed without an
efricient prototype vibration tool. In addition, this tool should be developed and tested
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quickly, while ongoing investigation is performed, so that when larger experiments take
place a prototype tool can be delivered and optimized lor the required specilications.
II
2 Literature Review
2.1 Existing Down-Hole Drilling Tools
Several companies and research teams have made an attempt to develop a down-hole
vibration. percussion or pressure pulsating tool which can improve ROP al significant
depthdrillingconditions.lnthecurrentreview,hydraulicalIy powered tools will be
considered. as these eliminate the requirement for a down-hole electrical power supply.
All discussed tools are powered bydrilling mud, which is pumped into the drill string.
These tools are designed to operate at high bottom-hole pressure, where ROP decreases
significantly. Currently, several approaches have been made in terms of tool design and
operation: mud hammers, pulsation tools, agitators and cavitation tools. In addition. other
down-hole vibration tools, which were not initially designed for ROP improvement. will
be considered in this review as they may be modif~ed in order to improvc drilling.
2.1.1 Novatek Mud Hammer
One of the most current mud hammer designs was proposed by Novatek Company
(Figure 2.1). The summary of the tool testing was presented in the Novatek annual report
[9]. Mud hammers are mainly used for percussive drilling, which is mostly applicable for
hard rocks. Strong vertical impacts, produced by the hammer and transferred to the bit,
create a tensile fracture of the rock.
12
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Figure 2.1 - Novatek mud hammer 191
The tool converts a portion of drilling mud energy into mechanical impact on top of
the bit, which causes an instantaneous weight on bit increase. Impact is caused by the
hammer strike, which is pushed by the drilling mud as internal valves change the
direction of the drilling mud flow across the hammer mechanism of the tool. Novatek's
final report [9] describes the action of the tool and states that the impact drives the bit into
the formation. However, this description does not specify required compliance in the
system, which is required to produce impact amplitude, which might be a significant
factor.
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This tool was tested at Terratek facilities with several types of sandstone and shale
rocks; ROP improvement was reported in the range of 12 to 75%. The test was performed
in the pressure range of 300 to 3000 psi. The 12% ROP increase was obtained at 2000 m
of simulated depth anda53% increase at 200 m of operating depth. I-Iowever,theauthor
states that overall maximum improvement of penetration rate with regards to
conventional drilling might reach up to 75%; this maximum improvement refers to
shallow depth. In addition to its performance. the new Novatek mud hammer does not use
any springs and seals. This increases the life of the tool compared to previous versions.
[9]
Nevertheless, mud hammers are not the best option for ROP improvement at great
depth drilling. The First reason is the complicated design. Even though it does not include
springs, the valve edges and impact area have significant wear. This results in early valve
damage. and the overall life of the 1001, specified by the manufacturer. is 720 hours.
Another factor isthe significant decrease in efficiency at high bottom-hole pressure. The
reason is that the hammer impact takes place in the mud bath. This means that before
impact the hammer must squeeze the liquid oul. As a result, at high bOltom-hole pressures
the hammer impact reduces and the full impact cycle may not occur [9]. The Novatek
mud hammer has some other disadvantages: it is not applicable for small diameter bits,
and it has significant flow losses, because of the exhaust ports.
Technical specif~cations of the Novatek mud hammer are presented in Appendix A.
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2.1.2 Tempress Tool
This tool has been developed by the Tempress Company and is presented in Figure
2.2. The tool performance was described in HydroPull Drilling reports by Tempress [10.
II]. The pulsation tool produces two types of impact:
- Pressure pulsations, which cause bottom-hole pressure fluctuations; and
- Vertical impact on the bit.
The Tempress tool does not create high axial force impact on the tool; its major
effect corresponds to bottom hole pressure fluctuation. Therefore a proposed successful
application of the Tempress tool is for pressure sensitive rocks such as Mancos shale.
According to Kolle [10, II], the Tempress tool should be installed on top of the bit
and a coupling connection to the drill string should be used. This connection should have
significant compliance to create positive displacement of the vibration oscillation.
Coupling specifications will define magnitude of vibration amplitude, which is a
significant parameter.
This tool has been tested in full scale simulation at the Terratek facilities. as well as
in realistic field conditions. ROP improvement was recorded in a range from 33% (porous
sandstone) to 200% (shale), however, this improvement was mostly caused by a higher
stall WOB that can be applied with use of the tool. Some of the strong aspects of the
Tempress tool are commercial availability and both pressure pulses and vibration force
application on the bottom-hole [10, II]. The commercially available product name has
been changed to HydroPull, although the technology remains the same.
15
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F'igure2.2-HydraulicpulsedrillingtooIIIOI
Currently, the commercially available product HydroPull has a low frequency band
in the range of 8 - 17 Hz. This may cause interference within pressure pulses of the tool
and downhole telemetry system pulses. Also, HydroPull has exhaust ports and valves; this
may have a negative effect on the robustness of the tool, especially when operating with
abrasive drilling fluids. In addition, less efficiency was recorded, when operated with a
higher WOB. The Tempress tool showed the best results only at high amplitude pressure
pulses, which can be achieved at high flow rates.
Technical specifications of the HydroPull are presented in Appendix A.
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2.1.3 Hydraulic Pulsed Cavitating Tool
This technology was proposed by China University of Petroleum, Beijing. Basically,
the down-hole tool has both a pulse and cavitating jet (Figure 2.3). The tool was
presented and described in papers published by Li et al. [12,13]. This tool improves ROP
by means of cavitation erosion, local negative pressure effect and by enhancing bottom
hole cleaning due to jet pulsations [13].
I-Body: 2-E1il~tic collar: 3-Din~rting d~yic~: -l-Illlpell~r:
)-Illlp~ll~r shaft: 6-11llp~1l~r anel shaft "lee,·e: :-Cayity r~<,onator
Figure2.3-Hydraulic pulsed cavitating jet generator 1131
According to the authors, the generator should be installed directly behind the bit. It
produces three kinds of effects [12,13]:
- Hydraulic pulse - enhancement of cutting cleaning;
- Cavitating erosion - improvement of rock-breaking; and
- Instantaneous negative pressure - producing instantaneous negative pressure pulse
at the bottom hole, which causes local underbalanced conditions; when the
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hydraulic pulsedjet is shaped around the nozzle, a low-pressure area will occur
around the bit [13].
Spccilications for the hydraulic pulsed cavitating jet are presented in Appendix A.
This down-hole cavitating tool has several advantages. First of all, it was tested in the
lield with thc drilling depth range of 1300 to 6100 m. A field test was performed for
underbalaneed drilling at several Chinese oilfields. The reported Rap improvement was
in the range of 10 to 100%. For instance, the best improvement was achieved at a depth
interval of 2580 to 3349 m, and the Rap increased from 4.65 to 12.12 m/hour. Other
advantages were an appropriate flow rate range, according to the authors, and a small
pressure drop along the tool. The tool was designed to operate with an 8.5 inch diameter
bit. and it requires a flow rate in the range of400 to 500 gpm with a reported pressure loss
under I MPa[13].
Despite these advantages, the tool has significant drawbacks. The first is a low
fi'equency range of hydraulic pulses, which is about 10 Hz. This will cause interference
with drilling telemetry system, as a mud pulse telemetry system is most widely used
nowadays and it operates in the range of frequencies from 5 to 40 Hz. Another
disadvantage is that mechanical components are exposed to drilling mud. which limits the
tool life to 280 hours.
2.1.4 Agitator Tool
The Agitator tool was developed by Andergauge and National Oilwell Varco. Its
major purpose is to reduce low side li'iction of the drill string by means of axial vibration
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oscillation. The tool is presented in Figure 2.4. Performance data for the tool compatible
with a 6 inch bit is presented in Appendix A. The developers state that the agitator
provides bottom hole assembly excitement to improve weight transfer to the bit, which
causes an increase in the Rap [14].
Figure 2.4-Agitator tool 1141
The tool during operation produces two types of effects:
- Drilling mud pressure pulsations; and
- Vibration oscillations.
The Agitator tool is driven by a positive displacement power section (similar to a
mud motor) that has a special assembly at the end of the stator, which slides on the
surface with a now passage. Sliding side to side, the end of the motor shah restricts and
opens the now passage, creating pressure pulsations. Frequency of the pulsations in this
case depends on the mud motor speed. Created pressure pulsations also oscillate
vibrations on the body of the tool.
One of the major components of the Agitator tool is the compliance section, which is
similar to a shock sub. The section consists ofa series of compliance elements, designed
as separate discs. This part of the tool provides amplitude to the vibration oscillations and
can be managed by modifying the number of discs, which results in axial stifliless
change.
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The vibrations are reported to reduce f1'iction of the drill string, improve weight
translcrtothebit,reducestick-slip,increaselimitsofextendreachdrillingandincreasc
drillingelliciency [14]. This tool has other significant advantages: it is commercially
available, and performance was proven over a few years offield operation. It is fully
compatible with MWD/LWD tools, and can be used with different bit types etc.
One disadvantage of the Agitator tool is a significant pressure drop. in the range of
450 to 700 psi. In addition, it has a number of mechanical components that are rotating
and sliding, which may lead toa short lifetime of the tool.
2.1.5 Hydraulic Jar
A vcry common hydraulic down-hole vibrator that has been used for a long period of
time in the drilling industry is the hydraulicjar. The main application of the jar is 10 free
pipe, packers and other tools that may be lodged in the well. Thejar is located in the
tubing and it is a restrained slip joint. Thisjoint can be released by applying lension force
10 the part that is connected to the upper pipe and hook. Then, the joint is released and
accelerates till its body hits the anvil of the housing. Tension force accumulates due to
valve and housing that meter the fluid flow [15]. The schematic diagram ispresentcd in
Figure 2.5. This technology is quite old, however, even more recent designs use the samc
concept. as indicated by recent patents [e.g. 16].
This concept, however, is not applicable to improve Rap, as this tool provides a
single impact that follows tension stretching of the jar.
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Figure 2.5-TYIJical jar schematic diagram 1151
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2.1.6 High Frequency Cavitation Hydrovibrator
The cavitation hydrovibrator was developed by the Institute of Technical Mechanics
in Ukraine [17]. It was designed to enhance the efficiency of rotary drilling. This tool is
presented in Figure 2.6. The characteristics and performance were described in a number
of papers [17, 18, 19]. The tool is claimed to be applicable for soft, medium and hard
formations.
Figure 2.6- High-frequency cavitation hydro-vibrator 1181
The tool during operation produces two types of effects:
- High-frequency and high-amplitude vibrations on the bit; and
- Drilling mud flow pressure pulsations.
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Specifications of the high-ti·equency cavitation hydro-vibrator arepresented in
Appendix A [19].
The main advantage of this tool is its very simple design. It has no moving or rotating
parts, or springs. Basically, the design includes an orifice ofa small diameter and a
diffuser. This assembly enables cavitations to be created andjammed, which cause
pressurcpulsesand vibrationsofthetool.ltalsohassmall dimensions and can be applied
wilhabitsizedownto IA inches in diameter. In addition, pressure pulsations do nol take
place al the inlet of the tool, so the pumping system operates in the usual modes. The
operational lifetime of the tool's 2000 hours, which is significantly higher than other
competitive lools. This tool can be used for both full face and core drilling.
A possible disadvantage of the hydrovibator isthe very high pressure drop along the
tool. However, high-frequency pressure pulses are 2 to 3 times higher than inlet pressure
[19]. This tool will be described in more detail in Chapter 3, as this design and concept
was chosen as a potential candidate for a YARD prototype.
2.2 Cavitation Theory
Cavitation is the process of transient vapour filled cavity creation in Iluid at ambient
fluid pressure, which exceeds the vapour pressure in the cavity, at a given temperature
[20]. This process can be differentiated as passive and active. Passive cavitation occurs
when fluid passes an obstruction or surface of an oscillating body. Cavities themselves
are created in low-pressure areas. Active cavitation is the method of bubble creation with
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the use of liquid hammer enhancement. which enables cavity formation at much higher
ambient pressures.
A similar definition was provided by Angona [21]: 'Cavitation is the phenomenon
associated with the formation and violent collapse of bubbles in a Iluid". The author
states that bubble collapse can cause erosion of materials with high strength.
Today, cavitation erosion is well known by marine and hydraulic engineers as a
negative process, as it can significantly damage pump impellers, ship propellers, valves
and other equipment. For example, centrifuge pumps with high !low rate capacity always
have a minimum pre-charge pressure curve as one of the main pump perlormance
characteristics. Operation with lower pre-charged pressures causes cavitation in the pump.
which can result in significant damage.
Damage results from the high force which can be generated during cavity collapse.
.lones and Edwards conducted "an experimental study of the forces generated by the
collapse of transient cavities in water" [22] in 1960. Their idea was to produce a single
transient cavity and collapse it on the end ofa piezoelectric pressure-bar gauge, which is
able to measure axial force variation on the bar.
Cavities were created by discharging a condenser with a high voltage through the gap
between a tungsten needle and the end of the bar. The generated spark causes an extreme
temperature rise in the fluid above the bar, which causes water to vapourize in that region.
This method of cavity generation also provides the ability to vary its size by changing thc
spark gap width, charge and capacity of the condenser. A pressure-bar gauge was used to
mcasure stress waves that propagate through the bar during cavity growth and collapse.
This gauge uses a quartz disk to measure average stress over the cross-sectional area of
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the bar. Experimental study was conducted over two pressure bars with diameters 01')/,
and V. inches. A schematicassemblyoftheexperirnental setup ispresented in Figure 2.7.
In their experirnents, Jones and Edwards [22] used tap water that was held in the tank
for at least 24 hours, in order to set the gas content equilibrium, which enabled thern to
assurne that water is saturated with airatroom ternperature.
Figure 2.7 - Diagram of the experimental assembly 1221
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During their experiments, the maximum peak force obtained was 105.9 *106 dynes.
which corresponds to 1.06 k . Figure 2.8 presents the relation between cavity lifetime
and peak force. This figure provides two sets of data: obtained lor 0.5 inch bar (blank
circles). and obtained for 0.25 inch bar (shaded circles).
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Figure2.8-Peakforceoflhecavitycollapsevel·susitslifetime. Data presenled forYzindl bar
(blank circles) and Ytinch bar (shaded circles) 1221
In addition to force measurements, experiments involved a streak schlieren
photograph. which is a nash photograph that records the invisible streak produced in a
transparent medium as a result of variations in the density of the medium. leading to
variations in the refractive index [23]. These photographs recorded the cavity collapse on
the plane surface ofa 0.5 inch diameter bar (Figure 2.9) and a sequence of spark shadow
photographs of the cavity growth and collapse (Figure 2.10). Another significant
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observation was made during these experiments. After the transient cavity has collapsed.
another cycle of growth and collapse may occur, which is called the"rebound"
phenomenon. According to the authors. this observation was also made by other
investigators in cavitation experiments.
'lime
(liS)
I+---- JOcm. ---~
Figure 2.9-Collapse and rebound ofa cavity of lifetime 800 f1s obtainedbystreaksdllieren
photograph 1221
In order to estimate maximum pressures of the cavity collapse pulse. the authors used
approximate minimum cavity diameter value, as this parameter is hard to measure. Based
on their assumption, the peak stress at the end of the bar during collapse ofa cavity
lifetime of800 ~s was 104 atm. which corresponds to 1013 MPa. However. the authors
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state an assumption regarding maximum value of peak pressure at the seat of coliapse:
"Consideration of the uncertainties in this estimate, howeve r,togetherwith values
proposed by other investigators, indicate that the pressures are probably higher than this
value and morelikelytobe-I05 atm"[22].
Figure2.IO-Crowthandcollapseofacavitywithlifetimeof800,IS obtained by streak schlieren
photograph 1221
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Similar numbers are presented in a more recent paper by Guo et al. [24]. Their study
was conducted in the field of oil recovery enhancement by means of high frequency
vibration technology. This technology is based on ultrasonic energy. According to the
authors. one of the most outstanding effects of this energy is cavitation. They stated thaI
cavity collapse generates high pressure, as a significant amount of energy is concentrated
at a very small spot. of which the maximum size is in the range ofa centimeter. The
authors presented data that yielded a maximum pressure pulse peak generated by single
cavity collapse in the range of 10,000 to 100.000 atmospheres (105 atmospheres).
These experimental studies prove that the forces that are generated by cavity
collapses are very high. Pressures that might be developed can overcome yield stress of
many materials, including steel. That is why cavitation can damage ship propellers and
pump impellers.
Although the energy of cavity collapse is harmful for some hydraulic machines and
parts. it also can be beneficial for some other applications. As a result ofscientilic and
engineering progress, some modern tools and techniques use cavitation energy lor
difterent purposes. The petroleum industry has found ways to apply this phenomenon to
its benefit as well.
Bakker and Ivannikov [20] described the application of the cavitation in well
engineering. They clearly specify the positive effects on well cleaning and fracturing
while using cavitation tools. In this case, cavitation has two significant effects (Figure
2.11):
I) suction in the decomposing cavitation flare; and
2) shock waves which are generated by cavity collapse.
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Theeonditions inside the cavitation Ilarearedifferent from the outside. as the cavity
pressure drops to the vapour pressure of the Iluid. Thiscreateseffeetive local suction
close to the flare.
Figure2.11-lIIustrationofcavitationn,"·eI 20 I
The second effect. shock wave, occurs when cavities are imploded. Unlike the
suction effect, shock waves propagate much farther from the area of collapse. Because of
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these effects, cavitation tools may be used for plugged screens and bore hole cleaning of
debris [20. 25], as well as for rock fracturing.
According to the authors, rock fracturing by cavitation is completelydifferenl from
conventional pump-in hydraulicfi·acturing. Shockwavescreated by cavity collapses have
much greater magnitude, and are repeated with high frequency. Another difference isthe
orientation of the fractures. Unlike the pump-in single fracture, which is oriented
perpendicular to the least principal stress, cavitation shock waves create multiple f1'ac[ures
in different directions around the wellbore.
The authors concluded in [20] that cavitation isa very powerful technology, which
can be applied for various tasks of well engineering. From the field tests that were
conducted, it was observed that effective cavitation can be produced atdepthsofup to
3000 m and even more. In addition, Bakker and Ivannikov mentioned drilling
applications of the similar cavitation tool: "During field trials in Russia it was
demonstrated that drill rates can be increased byupt040%and bit life can be extended
by up to 25% compared to the performance of previously applied bits" [20].
Another study that was conducted in the area of production enhancement was done
by Bakulin [26). He was investigating the influence of acoustic stimulation on tluid
dynamics in porous media. Acoustic stimulation of porous media, according to [27],
causes two effects: viscosity change of free oil, and cavitation in the radial space between
the acoustic source and casing. According to the author, cavitation in porous media may
occur in certain conditions. It is also stated in this study that small bubbles are created in
the tension zones and then collapsed in the following compression area. This results in
significant energy release and a local rise in the pore pressure. The energy amount. which
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corresponds to pore pressure rise, is capable of inducing fluid migration in tiny pores,
li'acturesand faults. The cavitation process was investigated in the laboratory and
statistical data were obtained, as presented in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. From these ligures,
we can conclude that a higher frequency range is required to maintain cavitation at higher
pressures.
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Cavitation was also investigated by Angona in 1974 [21] in an experimental
investigation ofa drilling mechanism that used cavitation erosion. The author conductcd
his tests at different hydrostatic pressures and came to the conclusion that cavitation
intensity increases with an increase of hydrostatic pressure. In addition. he observed thal
for each constant acoustic pressure there is a range ofhydroslatic pressure that causes
cavitation with maximum erosion rate. Finally, Angona concluded that cavitation is an
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effective mechanism for drilling and its effectiveness should increase with the hydrostatic
pressure (depth) gain as long as the appropriate acoustic pressure can be generatcd [0
create cavitation.
From this section of the literature review we can conclude that cavitation is a very
powerful technique which can be applied in petroleum engineering. In addition, it sccms
that the cavitation process can even be intensif~ed at high hydrostatic pressures. so this
technology is applicable for deep drilling and may be used as the source for prototype
downhole vibrations.
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3 Cavitation Drilling Tool Concept Description
A similar study of the downhole vibration tool, which uses cavitation as a means of
vibration source. was conducted by a research team at the Institute of Technical
Mechanics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The purpose of their 1001
was to increase drilling efficiency at great depth. The first prototype and its performance
were described in Manko et al. [17]. Their investigation was followed by early studies
conducted in Russia by Kardysh etal. [28]. Russian scientists have concluded through
research and drilling praetice that axial vibrations of the required power. which are
applied to the bit. have a positive effect on drilling intensification. bit wear and energy
consumption. In addition, Tomsk University in Russia conducted research in this area and
concluded that the mechanical speed of penetration can be increased by 2-3 times in the
case of vibration-rotary drilling [29].
The goal for the research team from the Institute of Technical Mechanics (ITM) was
to create a tool which would avoid the drawbacks of the vibrators: operation complexity.
poor reliability due to moving parts and springs. low frequency range and other
drawbacks [17. 18, 19]. As a result, they proposed a tool that does not have any moving
parts, applies axial vibrations to the bit, and uses the power of the drilling fluid. This tool
hasa sleek design with the purpose of being a partofadrill string and itcan be installed
on top of the bit. or at some distance (e.g. above a core barrel).
Pilipenko and Manko [30] started with an investigation of pressure oscillation of the
Venturi tube. As the next step of the investigation, they conducted experiments to
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determine the best geometry of the Venturi tube, in order to obtain higher pressure pulses
downstream of the tube. The results of this experimental work were published in 1977 by
Manko [30]. He concluded that extremely high pressureswereobservedatthcdiffuser
angle, ranging from 15° to 45°. In addition, the appropriate ratio of the outlet to inlel
pressure (p2/p I) should be maintained in the range of 0.02 to 0.7. According to Manko. a
diffuser angle of the Venturi tube higher than 45° eliminates the effect ofinlct pressure on
the frequency and oUlletpressuredoes not exceed inlet values. Inacasewhcnthcanglcis
Icss than 15°, no oscillations were observed. However, over a large number of
experiments. the authors concluded that the best performance can be achieved within thc
diffuser opening angle range of 20° to 30°.
In order to prove that pressure pulses downstream of the Venturi tube are due to
detached cavity collapse, researches f1'omITM conducted an experimentwherc prcssurc
oscillations were measured by pressure transducers and slow motion video records wcrc
made to compare results (Table 3.1). Astheresultswerequitesimilar,theauthors
concluded that pressure pulses in the tlow are due to cavity collapse. In addition.
researchers observed that cavitation parameter, is approximately equal to the ratio of
outlct to inlet pressure, therefore, cavitation parameter was calculated as the ratio for
calculation simplification.
The process that occurs in the tool was described in the paper as well. The cavity
grows in the diffuser part of the tool, detaches and then collapses at the centre ofthc !low
producing a significantly high pressure pulse. The downstream wave propagates along a
considerabledistance,almostwithoutdamping,andtheupstream wave is damped byan
upcoming cavity. As the result, no pressure pulsations occur at the inlet of the tool. which
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provides great benefit for the entire pumping system. In addition, the upstream wave
helps to detach and form new cavities, so a self-oscillating process occurs [17].
Tablc3.I-Pulsationfrcqucncyatdiffuscranglc IS"and ;nlclprcssurc72SpsigI171
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
Pressure oscillation frequency
determined from
oscillograms, Hz
510
450
390
315
235
135
Frequency of detachment of the diffuser part
of the cavity determined from video records,
Hz
490
440
365
310
230
135
Another paper published by one of the researchers, Pilipenko. presented an analytical
model that provides a throat diameter required to initiate cavitation [31]. This equation
lakes into account the mass, momentum and energy conservation laws. The orilice
diameter can be calculated as
Fo= __m_
IlJZp(pl-pk)
where.
m = mass flow rate through the orifice (converging-diverging passage);
~l = flow coefficient of the passage;
p=densityofthe fluid;
pi, pk = pressures at the inlet and in the cavity, respectively.
(3.1)
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The authors [17] also presented oriented operational conditions for field drilling, with
regards to Equation 3.1 (Table 3.2). These data were used by Pilipenko for laboratory
simulations of the tool.
The authors [17] also specified two more significant parameters with regards to the
geometry of the tool. These are diameter and length of the outlet pipe, downstream of the
cavitator (restrictor with orifice). They mentioned that these parameters had no influence
on the li·equency of pressure oscillation, however, they contribute significantly to the
amplitude of pressure oscillations. Experimental studies showed that the diameter ratio of
the outlet pipe and orifice should be equal to 4.1, and the ratio of the outlet pipe length to
the orifice diameter should be equal to 100. Experimental results are presented in Figures
3.1 and 3.2.
Table3,2-Proposed operational conditionsforhyd ..ovibrator 1171
Parameter Orifice diameter, mm
Depth,m 100 1500 100 1500
Inlet pressure, psi 290 4350 290 4350
Flow rate, USgpm 5.3 40 13 63
Proposedwellbore 36 76 93 151
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Based on these geometrical recommendations, researchers from ITM have built the
prototype model. which is presented in Figure 3.3. The orifice diameter was 4mm; outlet
diameter and length of the outlet pipe were 17 mm and 400 mm, respectively.
Figllrc3.3-Strllctllrallayolltofthcprototypchydrovibratorll71
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This tool was tested at the ITM laboratory facilities and its hydraulic system
schematic was also pravided in the paper (Figure 3.4).
r-r-' Ii 8
12
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Figure3.4-Bydraulic facilities for the Ilrototype testing at ITM 1171
The components of this system are described in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 - Components of the ITM hydraulic system
# on the Component #on the ComponentFigure Figure
Reservoir 8 Pre-prototype tool
Valves 9 Outlet pipe
Inlet header 10 Back pressure valve
I-ligh-pressurepiston II Bypassthrallie valve
Pressure pipeline 12 Industrialwaterlilling
Flowmeter 13 Industrial discharge valve
Inlet pipe
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This setup was used to test the performance of the hydrovibrator[ 17]. Figure 3.5
describes the behaviour of pressure oscillation of the outlet pressure P2. From the pattern
of pulsations. the authors concluded that these oscillations are not harmonic and are due
to cavity collapses in the tool. The oscillations shown were obtained at an inlet pressure
of 2900 psi (20 I bar) and a cavitation parameter of 0.15 [17]. As we can sec li'om Figure
3.5, outlet pressure at its peak values exceeds the inlet pressure 01'201 bars, although
pressure drop across the tool is significant and drops as lowas20 bars.
The authors indicated that after the set of experiments were completed for the 4 mm
orifice tool, they were able to provide operational boundary conditions. In order to create
cavitation in the tool. the required now rate should be in the range of 8 to 41 US gallons
per minute (USgpm), with a corresponding inlet pressure range of 159 to 4365 psi [17.
18].
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 present the frequency and peak-to-peak amplitude of pressure
pulsations as a function of cavitation parameter and inlet pressure.
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Figure3.6-Frequencyofcavitation oscillations 117, 181
From Figure 3.6 we can conclude that higher inlet pressure causes higher pulsation
frequency and has a linear relation with the cavitation parameter, however, cavitation
occurred in the range ofT values between 0.05 and 0.78 with the frequency range within
80 to 7300 Hz. From Figure 3.7 [17, 18] it can be concluded that maximum amplitude of
pressure pulsations occurs in the range of T parameter values of 0.10 to 0.36. Also, higher
inlet pressure shifts the curve in the direction of cavitation parameter decrease.
Consequently, we can say that in both cases inlet pressure increase results in performance
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enhancement. In addition, cavitation parameter should be tuned to obtain higher
frequency or higher amplitude.
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Another significant observation, which was done during the authors experimental
investigation [17, 18], was their conclusion concerning vibration accelerations of the tool.
They stated that pressure pulses that occur in the tool cause axial vibration accelerations
of the tool itself. The acceleration magnitude can reach extremely high values, up to
IO,OOOg. The experimental results are presented in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 - Time oscillogram of the hydrovibrator vibration accelerations: al -upstream of the
tool; a2-on the hydrovibrator; a3-downstream of the tool 117, 181
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In addition to the experimental data, Pilipenko and Manko, with other researchers.
made an attempt to mathematically model axial vibrations of the hydrovibrator [17]. They
created a system of differential equations, in order to simulate fluid oscillations at very
high frequencies, with the use 01'220 liniteelements. This system enabled the authors to
analyzediflerent parameters at different sections of the prototype tool (Figure 3.9). As the
outcome of this modeling, the ITM research team obtained qual itativeandquantitative
results, which agreed with experimental data.
The authors calculated results for: (a) time dependence of the displacement; (b)
vibration accelerations; and (c) the volume of the cavity thatcollapsesinthe flow (Figure
3.10)[18].
Asthe result of experimental studies and the mathematical model, the authors
recommended the specifications for the 4 mm hydrovibrator (Table 3.4) [18].
An additional experimental study by the ITM research team waspu blished in 2006
[19]. Pilipenko compared tool performance with different orifice sizes: 4mm, 6 mm and
8 mm. where the tools with bigger orifice diameters are for bigger diameter boreholes, as
the flow rate gets considerably higher with an increase in diameter. The authors propose
corresponding flow rates and borehole diameters for these three tools, with regards to an
inlet pressure range of 160 to 4365 psi (Table 3.5) [19].
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Figllrc3.9-Slrllctllrallayolll ofthc hydrovibrator,u·ototypc 1181
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Table3.4-Hydrovibratorperformanccchllnlcteristics 1181
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Borehole 36t0250mm Max. mass up to 40 kg
Max. drilling 4000 m Tool max. uplolm
Working fluid water, clay or Mean tool no less Ihan
emulsion drilling mud lifetime 2000 hours
Tablc3.5-0perationalpanlmctersforhydrovibratorsofdifferent oriti{'esizc 1191
Orifice diameter, mm Flow rate, gpm
10-50
20- 110
40-200
Borehole diameter, 111m
36-76
93 - 150
151 -250
Pilipenko and others [19] presented their experimental data in the ligures to compare
performance of these tools (Figure 3.11). In addition to previous conclusions regarding
inlet pressure and cavitation parameter, we can see that a smaller diameter orifice results
in a higher frequency response of the hydrovibrator. On the other hand. a bigger restrictor
diameter results in a higherpeak-to-peak amplitude of pressure pulses. and asa result
higher vibration acceleration on the tool.
Inspired by the results of ITM tool performance and its simplicity, the VARD team
decided to build an experimental setup for cavitation 1001 performance conl~rmation and
its usage as a possible prototype for further investigation of vibratory assisted drilling at
high frequencies. So far, all drilling investigations within the VARD prClject were
considered in a low ll'equency range. A tool similar to the ITM prototype [17, 18. 19J
would enable investigations of high frequency and high force impact studies on vibration
drilling at depth.
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4 Prototype CFD Simulations
This chapter will describe CFD simulation results obtained using Flow 3D soliware.
This sofiware was chosen based on its capability to simulate cavitation.
The first step was to build a model that would be very similar to the desired prototype
and to conduct a comprehensive study of the simulation results. The geometry for the
model was based on Pilipenko's paper [17]. According to the experimental results from
the paper. the diameter of the outlet pipe should be 4 times bigger than the orifice
diameter, and its length - 100 times bigger (see more detailed description in Chapter 3).
Orifice size was chosen at4 mm, as this size was experimentally testedinthepaperand
some reference performance data were provided. Flow passage geometry parameters of
the simulation model, except for those described above, were chosen based on
preliminary design of the prototype tool (a full design description is provided in Chapter
5). A new and realistic simulation model was created and made ready for use with flow
3D soliware (Figure 4.1). Inlet and outlet pressures of the tool were used as boundary
conditions. Other input parameters did not work properly for simulations.
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oFigure 4.1 - CFD simulation model
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4.1 Confirmation of Tool Operation within Experimental Capabilities
The first simulations were designed to investigate tool performance within the
pressure ranges compatible with the laboratory pump system. Another purpose ofthc lirst
stage simulations was to screen the factors using the Design of Experiments (DOE)
technique. Design-Expert (DOE based software) was used to design and analyze the
simulation results. DOE methods make it possible to show dependence of the lactors.
their interactions and significance with respect to the outcome results.
Table 4.1 describes the software input parameters, which were considered as
constant. The mesh and tool geometry was not changed, throughout all simulations.
During preliminary simulations it was observed that a lew seconds run is enough lor
analysis, as run time significantly increases simulation time. However, data would bc
obtained from the time interval in the middle. It was observed that during the lirst second
of simulation. software initiated processes and pressure pulsations do not occur. The
reason lor this is that Flow 3D starts from larger time steps which continuously reduces
alter the first second. During the last few seconds of simulation process, pressure
pulsations were decreasing. This phenomenon is probably due to the specified pressurc
boundary condition, which software stabilizes by the end ofa run. Taking into account
these observations, it was decided to obtain data from Is to 5s, which always showed
appropriate results. Pressure data was obtained attheZ value of 150 mm (Figure4.1)
which was chosen since itisadownstream pointthatisatconsiderabledistancefi'omthe
nozzle but is not too close to the outlet with specified pressure. The fluid used in the
simulation was water.
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A two level ti'actional DOE design was used to screen the factors. In addition. a half..
li'action was used; this gives the resolution IV design. This means that we are reducing
the number of runs without sacrificing significant parameters. Resolution IV does not
take into account three factor interactions. which are commonly believed to be ignorable.
Table 4.2 presents input parameters that are going to be analyzed by the DOE soliwarc
Design-Expert, according to which, 32 simulation runs were required for 5 input factors
to fulfill the experiment design requirement.
fable4.I-Constantinlelparamelersforsimulations
Input parameter Value
Overall simulation time,s
Simulated Iluid water at 20°C
Mesh and tool geometry single block
Pressure measurement point, mm Z= 150
Data interval,s 1-5
Table4.2-Firstsimulationsvariableill[lIIt parameters
Parameter Low High
Inletpressure,psi 300 850
Outlet pressure, psi 50 250
Cavitation pressure, Pa 2,300 900.000
Cavitation initiation time,s 0.0001 0.01
Gravity yes
Viscosity yes
A two level factorial design requires a parameter at two levels: high and low.
Maximum inlet pressure is based on pump capabilities. Outlet pressure associated with
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back pressure and its maximum is considered in order to provide at least a 50 psi pressure
drop. Low level cavitation pressure is 2300 Pa, which is vapour pressure, and its
maximum value is obtained !l'om the software manual screenshot. Cavitation initiation
time (Flow 3D input parameter that represents the time of cavity initiation (creation)) was
chosen as one order above and below the software manual screenshot value (0.00 I).
Gravity and viscosity are qualitative factors in these simulations. This means that
software will take into account gravity and fluid viscosity ifit is "yes", and will not
otherwise.
Table 4.3 provides outcome parameters that were obtained as data from simulation
interpretation. The dominant frequency of the pressure pulses, as well as maximum
multiple frequencies, were obtained f"om Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. Mat Lab
code is used to perform the FFT; amplitude versus frequency plot is generated as the
result of each run of the code. This code considers the time interval. which isspecilied by
user and number of points for FFT analysis (2"). According to these points. the code
resamples data at a constant sampling rate using interpolation oCthe data. The reason lor
this procedure is that Flow 3D continuously changes the time step, so the dala could not
be processed by FFT directly. Maximum and average pressure peaks are recorded as the
ratio of the peak magnitude to the inlet pressure value and they are obtained from the plol.
which is produced by Flow 3D. Cavity initiation process is a qualitative parameter. which
isjudged from the simulation animation and is subjective.
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Table4.3-01ltpllt parameters of the firstsimlliations
Parameter Dimension Explanation
Dominant frequency Hz From FFT
Maximum multiple Hz From FFT
Maximum pressure peak Pa Ratio Pout/Pin for maximum pressure peak
Average pressure peak Pa Ratio Pout/Pin (or average pressure peaks
Cavity initiation process I to 3 I - no cav. 2 - cont. growth 3 - periodically
The results of the Design-Expert were summarized in Table 4.4. During these
simulations cavitation occurred in 28 out of 32 runs. The only condition when cavitation
did not occur was with a pressure drop of 50 psi, which is considered too small to initiatc
cavitation, according to [17]. However, some runs at 50 psi pressure drop still showed
cavitation initiation. Furthermore, some created cavities collapsed and these collapses
caused pressure pulsations. This was observed during animation of the process. However,
not all cavities were collapsed as they moved downstream. Animations of the runs also
showed that a big cavity was created and that it could extend far from nozzle without
detaching from the diffusing part. It was also observed that dominant frequencies were
very low: the highest one did not exceed 15 Hz. However. software shows that li·cqucncy
is increasing with an increase in inlet pressure. Another significant observation was
maximumpressurepulses,whichatsomepointsexceededinletpressureand reached up
to 150% orthe inlet value. Figure 4.2 presents screenshot samples orthe simulation
results. Black regions on the animation screenshot indicate cavities.
In Table 4.4, plus or minus signs indicate input parameter adjustment (low or high),
which would increase output parameter. Ifin the same column two input parameters are
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marked in the same colour, they are in interaction, which means that the factors are
dependent on each other. For instance, in the column of dominant frequency, inlet
pressure and cavitation time are marked with the same colour. This means that increase in
inlet pressure and decrease in cavitation time lead to an increase in the dominant
frequency.
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Table4.4-Firstsimulation results
Parameters
Dominant Max. Multiple Max.P Avg. P Cavitation
frequency frequency peak peak process
Inlet pressure + X
-
Outlet pressure X
Cavitation pressure X X
- Lf!' X
Cavitation time X X X X
Gravity X X X I:;~~:..~\ + I +
Viscosity
-
X T}":.~ T
During interpretation of the results it was noticed that average pressure peak and
cavitation process (qualitative parameter) are not significant outcome results, so it was
decided not to obtain them in the next simulations. In addition, the gravity parameter was
identified as not significant, but it was decided to leave it in the "on" option for later
simulations. Unlike gravity, the viscosity option is signiticant, and as the results show, it
should be in the option "on". Another adjustment that could be done for the next
simulations is cavitation initiation time, which was decreased, as this provides higher
frequency response. Also, recommended cavitation pressure for use is 2300 Pa, as it
makes more sense and shows better results. All these points are due to the experience
gained from the current simulation, which will be accounted for in the next stage of
simulations.
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4.2 High Pressure Simulations
The next step, after confirmation of cavitation initiation, was to simulate tool
performance at higher pressures. The first reason for this simulation is that the tool is
intended to work at high pressures in the field. Secondly, it was observed that li'equency
of pressure pulses was increasing with increase of inlet pressure. Consequently,
simulating at higher pressures and wider pressure range can confirm this observation or
contradict it.
DOE methods were applied to the simulation, however, this time Response Surface
Methodology (RSM) was used. In addition to two level factorial analysis. RSM takes into
account center points and points beyond the investigating interval. This enables us to
analyze factors more accurately and to observe non-linear behaviour of the parameters.
Furthermore, 3D surface plots can be produced while using the RSM. whieh helps to
visualize outcome results.
Constant factors are presented in Table 4.5. Simulation time, the timefi'ame of data
recording. fluid. mesh, tool geometry and pressure measurement point are the same as for
the previous simulation (see description in Section 4. i). Based on the conclusions made
previously, it was decided to use a cavitation pressure 01'2300 Pa. In addition, viscosity
and gravity models should be included during simulations.
For high pressure simulations only three variable parameters were len to consider
(Table 4.6). Inlet and outlet pressure are major factors that influence the outcome results.
Maximumpressurecorrespondstothehydrostaticpressureofwateratapproximately2
km depth; the minimum output pressure value was chosen as 500 psi. Outlet maximum
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and inlet minimum pressures were chosen to obtain a minimum 01'500 psi pressure drop,
as previously it was observed thatata small pressure drop cavitation may not occur. In
addition to pressure factors, it was decided to investigate the cavitation initiation time
parameter at smaller values, as this seems to increase pressure pulse frequency; its minor
significance was observed during previous simulation runs. Consequently. the lower
value from previous simulations (0.0001 s) was chosen as the "high" level forthis
parameter; the "low" level was chosen two orders lower (0.00000 Is).
Table4.5-Constanlinletfaclorsforhighpressuresil11l1lations
Input parameter
Overall simulation time, s
Simulated fluid
Mesh and tool geometry
Pressure measurement point, mm
Data interval,s
Gravity and Viscosity models
Cavitation pressure, Pa
Value
water at 20°C
single block
Z=150
1-5
On
2300
As was mentioned in the previous section of this chapter, average outlet pressure and
the cavitation initiation process were output parameters that were evaluated to be not
useful. This time it was decided to avoid them. Multiple frequency outcome information
was not very significant as well; nevertheless. it was decided to obtain this data. Finally.
threeoutputparameterswerelefttoanalyzehighpressuresimulationresults(Table4.7).
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TlIble4.6-~ligb pressuresilllulation variable input IJarameters
Parameter Low High
Inlet pressure, psi 1500 3000
Outlet pressure, psi 500 1000
Cavitation initiation time, s 0.000001 0.0001
Table4.7-0utput parallletersofhigh pressuresilllulations
Parameter Dimension Explanation
Dominant frequency Hz From FFT
Maximum multiple Hz From FFT
Maximum pressure peak Pa Ratio Pout/Pin tar maximum pressurepcak
Figure 4.3 presents input data for the Design-Expert software. As one can see. center
points were used far this analysis (e.g. inlet pressure 2250 psi). These are used toanalyzc
non-linearity of the outcome function. Overall IS runs were required to conduct DOE
analysis of the simulation results using RSM. During current simulations. cavitation has
been observed for all IS runs. Overall observation regarding cavity generation, its
collapse and pressure pulse propagation is completely in agreement with prcvious
simulation observations. This means that as the cavitation process initiates. somc ofthc
bubbles collapse and these collapses generate pressure pulses. In addition. somc cavitics
wcrc growing in size without detaching from the diffuser and some of the detached ones
wcrenotcollapsed.
Current simulation results confirm previous observations regarding frcqucncy
dependence on input pressure. As we can see from Figure 4.3, the average frequency is 40
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Hz, which is higher than the average of 15 Hz for previous simulations. This can be also
concluded from Figure 4.4: the highest frequency is achieved at maximum inlet and
minimum outlet pressure.
22:·0.00
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Maximum pressure peaks reached very high values, upto21000psi (run 2. Figurc
4.3). 'fhe pressure fluctuation of this run is presented in Figure 4.5 (pressure values are in
Pal. Another observation can be made about the maximum pressure peak: outlet pressurc
pcaks were always higher than inlet pressure. Surface response of the maximum pressurc
peak is presented in Figure 4.6. As we can see, maximum pressurc peaks can be obtaincd
at maximum back pressure and an inlet pressureof2250 psi.
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Multiple frequency response is presented in Figure 4.7. As we can see, inlet pressure
is the only significant parameter that influences maximum multiple frequency.
During the current simulations, it was concluded that cavitation time was not
signiticant.
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4.3 Estimation of Density and Viscosity Influence on Tool Performance
The previous two sections of the current chapter describe promising simulation
results, however, these simulations were performed assuming water as a drilling fluid. In
the field, engineering drilling fluids are commonly used for drilling operations. These
fluids have higher density and viscosity than water. In addition, drilling mud is
thixotropic: fluid becomes a gel under a static condition. This property of drilling mud
prevents cuttings from falling down the borehole in case of a circulation stop.
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Consequently, it was decided to investigate the influence of density and viscosity on tool
performance. Furthermore, a test simulation run should be conducted with Iluid propcrties
that correspond to actual drilling mud with appropriate gel strength.
In this case, DOE analysis was applied as well. Previous simulations, dcscribed in
section 4.2, were analyzed using RSM, and this technique was quite useful and provided
good visualization. Therefore, it was decided to apply RSM to current simulations in
order to conduct comprehensive analysis. Due to a number of factors. Design-Expert
sotiware required 25 simulation runs.
Considering the experience and conclusions from previous simulations. constant
factors were chosen once again. Mesh and tool geometry, pressure measurement point.
measurement timeframe, cavitation pressure. gravity and viscosity models were
considered constant as in the previous simulations (Table 4.5). Overall simulation time
was intentionally reduced II'om 8 to 6 seconds; data were obtained from second I to 5. It
was observed that there is no necessity to run 3 seconds atier the measurement has been
done. In addition to this, cavitation initiation time was considered constant in this case. as
previous simulations showed that at a small value it becomes insignificant. It was decided
tofixthisvalueatO.OOOOOls.
Current simulations were performed with consideration of four variable factors
(Table 4.8). It was decided to run these simulations in a high pressure range to avoid a
small pressure drop. as it was mentioned previously that cavitation may not occur in such
conditions. Density and viscosity ranges were obtained from a drilling Iluid handbook
and SPE textbook graphs [32, 33]. A low density level corresponds to water and a high
level corresponds to high density drilling mud (normally, drilling mud density is 1100-
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1300 kg/m\ Viscosity range was chosen from the graph in [32. 33), where 40 cP is a
high value. As a result, we have a wide range of practically used mud properties, in terms
of density and viscosity. Output parameters remain the same as for previous simulations
(Table 4.7).
T~ble 4.8 - V~ri~ble f~ctors for density ~nd viscosity Sillllll~ti()11 illveslig~ti()11
Parameter Low High
Inlet pressure, psi 1500 3000
Outlet pressure, psi 500 1000
Density,kg/m' 1000 1500
Viscosity, cP 10 40
Input factors and resulted outcomes were input in the DOE software (Figure 4.8). As
we can see, runs 15 and 25 have no output data, due to software crashes. and they were
ignored by the DOE analysis. During simulation performance, the same tluid behaviour
as in the previous simulations was observed (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). This means that
cavitation may occur even at a high density and viscosity of the drilling tluid.
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Figure4.8-ScreensholfromDOEinpulfordensily"ndviscosityinvestig"tion
The dominant frequency response plotted as 3D surface in Figure 4.9.
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As we can see from Figure 4.9, maximum dominant frequency is sensitive to density
and inlet pressure. Once again, it was observed that frequency increases with inlet
pressure increase. Increase in density has a negative effect on the frequency. In addition,
it seems that both parameters have a linear relationship. These simulation results show
that viscosity does not have a significant influence on the frequency response of the tool.
Figure 4.10 presents the 3D surface for maximum outlet pressure peak values. In this
case the software eliminates density, because it is not a significant factor for this response
function, so only two significant parameters remain in the model: pressure and viscosity.
From this plot we can conclude that the highest outlet pressure peak was achieved at
minimum inlet pressure and minimum viscosity. Nevertheless, it seems that at higher
viscosity high inlet pressure is more favourable in order to obtain higher pressure peaks.
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However, it can be clearly concluded that an increase in viscosity reduced maximum
pressure peaks at the outlet of the tool.
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DOE software did not fit an accurate model for multiple frequency response
(possibly due to lack of considered points). As this factor is not significant, it was decided
not to analyze it. Another observation is that in current simulations, the back pressure
factor becomes insignificant when viscosity and density factors are applied.
The viscosity parameter was specified as constant for the discussed simulations.
However, as was mentioned before, drilling mud has a thixotropic property. As a result,
viscosity normally is specified in the stress versus shear rate plot, or could be specified
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directly in viscosity versus shear rate (Figure 4.1 I). These viscosity (Pa*s) and density
(kg/m 3) data presented in [34] were specified in the software (Figure 4.12).
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Figllrc4.12-Flow30nlliddatabascscrcclIshot
Asthe result of the simulation of the lluid with a thixotropic property. thesamc
observation has been made as for the previous runs. The cavitation process and pressure
pulsations were taking place during the simulation. This was observed from animation of
the process and the pressure plot.
4.4 Simulation Conclusions
The first simulations described in Section 4.1 suggest high probability of cavitation
process initiation in the prototype within the capability of the laboratory facilities. This
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gave promise for experimental investigation of the tool. The results also conlirm some
statements that were made in Pilipenko's paper [17]:
- cavities are generated and their collapse produces significant pressure pulses;
- outlet pressure pulse amplitude can exceed inlet pressure;
- f1'equencyincreaseswith increase in inlet pressure;
- cavitation may not occur in the case ofa small pressure drop.
However, simulations interpretation showed some disagreement with the information
in rI7]. First of all, frequencies are lower than experimental data obtained by Pilipcnko.
In addition, no continuous detachment and collapse of bubbles were observed. Some
bubbles were not detaching; instead they were increasing in size. Not all detachcd cavities
even collapsed, as some of them moved to the tool outlet.
High pressure simulations proved that the cavitation process initiates at a highcr
pressure drop. It was also confirmed that pressure pulse lI'equency increases with an inlct
pressure increase. Pilipenko [17] states that maximum frequency is achieved ata higher
pressure ratio (p2/p I=0.8) and maximum pressure peaks occur at a lowcr ratio
(p2/p I=0.15). In the current simulation, Section 4.2, maximum frequcncy is achieved al
minimum outlet pressure and a maximum inlet, which gives a lower value of the ratio.
Thc same situation occurs with the maximum pressure peak: its maximum values are
recorded at the highest outlet pressure and an average inlet, the pressure ratio in this case
is higher than 0.15. In our case it seems that a higher frequency can be achieved at a
smaller pressure ratio, and maximum pressure peaks can be obtained at a higher ratio.
Also, pressure pulse frequency is very low compared to the frequency reported in the
Pilipenko paper and pulse amplitude is much higher.
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!\n investigation of density and the influence of viscosity on the performance of
cavitation tool showed promising results as well. First of all, simulation results suggested
that cavitation will occur at high density and viscosity using both constant viscosity and
the thixotropic properties. It was also observed that ll'equency of the pressure pulses is
sensitive to density increase, and maximum pressure peaks to viscosity.
Considering these conclusions, prototype development and manufacturing was
considered feasible, as simulations suggested a cavitation process over different prcssure
ranges and with different fluid properties.
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5 Prototype Development
This chapter will introduce the calculations and ideas that were implemented into thc
design of the prototype tool,as well as being a brief introduction to the overall
cxperimentalsystem.
5.1 Prototype Orifice Size Consideration
The Pulse-Cavitation prototype geometry was chosen to be the same as for thc
simulated model. as this geometry showed promising results during CFD simulations. As
was mentioned in the previous chapter, the simulation model geometry was obtained fi'om
Pilipenko'spaper[17].
Before producing a tinal design of the prototype, calculations were done to make surc
that orifice size would be in agreement with the available flow rate. Orifice size is the
major parameter of the tool geometry, as other dimensions are depcndcnt on the nozzle
diameter. These calculations were performed to make sure that the requircd prcssurc drop
will be achieved within the flow rate 01'5 to 40 USgpm. which is the current experimental
capability within the Advanced Drilling Laboratory.
One of the Pilipenko papers described corresponding flow rates tor diffcrent sizcs of
orifice nozzle [19]. The tlow rates were calculated for other orificc dialTJeters as well and
results presented in Table 5.1. This table suggests three options fororificediametcr.
which are 3. 4 and 5 mm. Other reference values, which are useful for these calculations
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were given in paper [17]: the pressure drop across the 4 mm orifice at a flow rate 01'5.3
gpm was 290 psi and at a flow rate 01'40 gpm the pressure drop was 4350 psi.
Dillmetcr,mm Qmin, gpm Qmllx, gpm
40 200
20 110
15 80
10 50
30
15
It was decided to have three approaches to estimate pressure drop across the nozzle
and to compare them to referenced values.
The lirstapproach was regular shock head loss calculations
h=
where
K = hydraulic coefficient,
v = velocity of the flow (speed in the orifice section was considered),
g= gravity constant.
(5.1)
However, calculations with Equation 5.1 are not very reliable, as the K value is not
very certain. As the result, two K values were considered (Table 5.2). The first value or
0.2 was calculated from the gradual contraction equation and the second value or K=6
was calculated in reverse from reference pressure drops ror4mm and 5.3 gpm [35].
Several conclusions can be made rrom this table:
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- regular shock head loss calculation is not very appropriate, as K value varies with
speed in the pipe;
- the calculations are not accurate as well: the referenced pressure drop for 40 gpm
was 4350 psi, but calculations estimated adropofl7561 psi.
Based on these calculations a 5 mm orifice seems to be too large in the case of
coeflicient K=0.2. which represents gradual contraction. Based on Pilipenko'ssuggestion
[17]. the pressure drop should be at least 300 psi in order to observe the line cavitation
process. As we can see, high pressure losses cannot be achieved and cavitation may not
The second approach to calculate pressure drop across the orifice was using the
nozzle Equation 5.2 [35]:
Q=19.636*C*d 2 *{h*~~l-(;m~
where
Q = maximum flow rate, gpm
C=coefficient.
dl = nozzle diameter, inches
d2= inlet pipe diameter, inches
h = head loss. feet.
(5.2)
Calculations were performed for a flow rate range of I to 40 gpm, and the resulting
calculated pressure drops are presented in Table 5.3.
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THbleS.2-Pressllrelossacross the orifice cHlclllated byfirsl method
Flow rate, gpm Pressure loss aeross orifice~K=O.2 K=6
3mm 4mm Smm 3mm 4mm Smm
1.2 0.4 0.1 34.7 11.0 4.5
4.6 1.5 0.6 138.8 43.9 18.0
10.4 3.3 1.3 312.2 98.8 40.5
18.5 5.9 2.4 555.0 175.6 71.9
28.9 9.1 3.7 867.2 274.4 112.4~
41.6 13.2 5.4 1248.8 395.1 161.8
56.7 17.9 7.3 1699.7 537.8 220.3
74.0 23.4 9.6 2220.1 702.4 287.7
93.7 29.6 12.1 2809.8 889.0 364.1
115.6 36.6 15.0 3468.9 1097.6 449.6
139.9 44.3 18.1 4197.3 1328.1 544.0
166.5 52.7 21.6 4995.1 1580.5 647.4
195.4 61.8 25.3 5862.4 1854.9 759.8
226.6 71.7 29.4 6799.0 2151.2 881.1
15 260.2 82.3 33.7 7804.9 2469.5 1011.5
16 296.0 93.7 38.4 8880.3 2809.8 1150.9
17 334.2 105.7 43.3 10025.0 3172.0 1299.2
18 374.6 118.5 48.6 11239.1 3556.1 1456.6
19 417.4 132.1 54.1 12522.6 3962.2 1622.9
20 462.5 146.3 59.9 13875.4 4390.3 1798.3
21 509.9 161.3 66.1 15297.6 4840.3 1982.6
22 559.6 177.1 72.5 16789.3 5312.2 2175.9
23 611.7 193.5 79.3 18350.2 5806.1 2378.2
24 666.0 210.7 86.3 19980.6 6322.0 2589.5
25 722.7 228.7 93.7 21680.3 6859.8 2809.8
26 781.6 247.3 101.3 23449.5 7419.6 3039.0
27 842.9 266.7 109.2 25287.9 8001.3 3277.3
28 906.5 286.8 117.5 27195.8 8604.9 3524.6
29 972.4 307.7 126.0 29173.1 9230.5 3780.8
30 1040.7 329.3 134.9 31219.7 9878.1 4046.1
31 1111.2 351.6 144.0 33335.7 10547.6 4320.3
32 1184.0 374.6 153.5 35521.1 11239.1 4603.5
33 1259.2 398.4 163.2 37775.8 11952.5 4895.7
34 1336.7 422.9 173.2 40099.9 12687.9 5197.0
35 1416.4 448.2 183.6 42493.5 13445.2 5507.2
36 1498.5 474.1 194.2 44956.3 14224.5 5826.3
37 1583.0 500.9 205.2 47488.6 15025.7 6154.5
38 1669.7 528.3 216.4 50090.2 15848.9 6491.7
39 1758.7 556.5 227.9 52761.3 16694.0 6837.9
40 1850.1 585.4 239.8 55501.7 17561.1 7193.0
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Several conclusions can be made from this calculation:
- nozzle flow calculations seem to be better than previous one, but still calculalion
results do not match reference numbers from the paper [17] (ora 4 mm orifice;
- a 3 mm orifice seems to be too small, as a pressure drop 01'995 psi is reached at 8
gpm, considering that the minimum flow rate for the pump is 5 gpm and
maximum pressure is 1000 psi.
Table5.3-PresslIredropcalclIlation by second method
Flow Pressure loss across Flow
Pressure loss across orifice,
rate, orifice, psi
rate,gpm
psi
gpm 3mm 4mm Smm 3mm 4mm Smm
I 15.5 4.9 2.0 21 6857.5 2167.5 887.7
2 62.2 19.7 8.1 22 7526.2 2378.9 974.3
3 139.9 44.2 18.1 23 8225.9 2600.1 1064.9
4 248.8 78.6 32.2 24 8956.8 2831.1 1159.5
5 388.7 122.9 50.3 25 9718.7 3071.9 1258.1
6 559.8 176.9 72.5 26 10511. 3322.6 1360.8
7 761.9 240.8 98.6 27 11335. 3583.1 1467.5
8 995.2 314.6 128.8 28 12191. 3853.4 1578.2
9 1259. 398.1 163.1 29 13077. 4133.6 1692.9
10 1555. 491.5 201.3 30 13995. 4423.6 1811.7
II 1881. 594.7 243.6 31 14943. 4723.4 1934.5
12 2239. 707.8 289.9 32 15923. 5033.0 2061.3
13 2627. 830.6 340.2 33 16933. 5352.5 2192.1
14 3047. 963.4 394.5 34 17975. 5681.8 2327.0
15 3498. 1105. 452.9 35 19048. 6021.0 2465.9
16 3980. 1258. 515.3 36 20152. 6369.9 2608.8
17 4493. 1420. 581.8 37 21287. 6728.7 2755.8
18 5038. 1592. 652.2 38 22454. 7097.3 2906.8
19 5613. 1774. 726.7 39 23651. 7475.8 3061.8
20 6220. 1966. 805.2 40 24880. 7864.1 3220.8
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The last approach considers Equation 5.3 that was given in the Pilipenko paper 117]
Fkr = J-I'J2,p:'~Pl_Pk) (5.3)
where
Fkr= cross sectional area of the orifice, m2,
M=massflowrate,kg/s,
/.l = flow coefficient,
p= fluid density, kg/m3,
PI, Pk = pressures at the orifice inlet and in the cavity, Pa.
Maximum pressure of the pump is 1000 psi; however, in order to protect the pump.
the maximum pressure is considered to be 900 psi (pressureofthereliefvalve).ln
addition. 50 psi was assumed for pressure losses downstream and upstream of the
cavitation tool. rherefore, assumed maximum pressure loss across the tool is 800 psi (1'1-
Pk=800 psi).
Calculations are presented in Table 5.4. The cross sectional area of the orifice was
fixed according to the considered diameters and the flow coeft~cient was in the range of
0.5 to I. As a result, we obtained the flow rate, which will create a 800 psi pressurc drop
across the tool.
Table 5.4 also eliminates usage of the 3 mm orifice, as the maximum Ilow ratc is
very low, considering that minimum Ilow rate of the pump is 5 gpm. This means that the
choice of the orifice diameter size is between 4 and 5 mm. However, considering results
from Table 5.2 (K=0.2) a 5 mm orifice might be too big and it will also increase the
length of the tool, as its value is dependent on the nozzle diameter.
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Table5.4-Flow rate that will produce 800 psi pressure drop across theoriticc
Flow coefficient Flow rate, gpm
3mm 4mm 5111111
0.5 5.9 10.5 16.3
0.6 7.1 12.5 19.6
0.7 8.2 14.6 22.9
0.8 9.4 16.7 26.1
0.9 10.6 18.8 29.4
11.8 20.9 32.7
The final choice was made in favour of the 4 mm orifice, the same as inthesimulatcd
model, as this seems to satisfy the pumping system atany condition. Although the
described calculations are not very consistent, they help to conclude that the chosen sizc
of the cavitator is the best option for the proposed prototype of the cavitation tool. In
addition, simulations were performed consideringa4mm orifice.
The performed calculations along with simulation results, described in the prcvious
chaptcr. gave a strong confidence in the design approach of geometry choice for thc
prototypc.
5.2 Pulse-Cavitation Prototype Design
As the finalized prototype flow passage geometry has been conl~rmed, the tool
drawings should be designed in order to proceed to the fabrication stage. It was decided to
produce a prototype tool that could be used in a real f~eld drilling scenario with a 6 inch
diameter bit that would be compatible with different flow rates.
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At the experimental stage the tool is going to be used with a 4 mm orilice, as from
simulations and calculations presented in the previous section, this seems to be the best
option, and will tit laboratory capabilities. However, ifat some later stage the !low rale
should be signiticantly increased, the prototype should have a bigger nozzle diameter.
Consequently, the cavitation tool should provide an option of changing ori lice size. As a
result, it was decided to manufacture a nozzle as a separate part of the assembly
(cavitating part), which can be easily replaced. The cavitating part dimensions were
chosen in order to be able to manufacture a nozzle with a diameter from 3 to 8 mm, with
different inlet and outlet angle contigurations.
The prototype body was designed to consist of two parts, which would interlock the
cavitating part in between (Figure 5.1). This assembly eliminates thread or any other type
of connection between the cavitating part and other parts of the tool. This also provides
easy access to the nozzle, which might be replaced. Regular o-ring is used to avoid
leakages from the inlet to the outlet around the cavitating part.
As the cavitation tool should be compatible to use with a 6" bit, it should fit the
appropriate drill collar size. The inlet and outer diameter of the tool should be the same as
the collar to make the prototype a smooth part of the drill string. Asaresult. these values
were titted for a 4 Y. drill collar, which is one of the options lor a 6" bit. Selection of the
drill collar and corresponding dimensions were chosen from the catalogue l36].
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FigureS.I-Schematicviewoftheprototypcdcsign
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The connections of the tools in the drill string are standard API threads; however, lor
laboratory convenience initial usage of the national pipe thread (NPT) was chosen.
Nevertheless, design of the tool provides enough space to thread both ends [0 the API
standard in the future, ifneeded.ln case of future increase of orifice size. which is
associated with neld scenario usage, length and diameter of the outlet pipe should be
increased as well, according to Pilipenko's paper [17]. In this situation, the outlet hole
could be increased to an appropriate size and another section with API thread could be
added to satisfy the length requirement.
All dimensions of the prototype parts can be found in the drawings. whieh are
presented in Appendix B. Finally, based on these drawings, the prototype tool was
manufaeturedat Memorial University's technical servieesmaehineshop(Figure5.2). The
tool was made from regular steel and its weight is48kg(I06Ibs).
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Figure5.2-Manufactured pulse-cavitation prototype
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5.3 Experimental Setup
Apart fi·om the prototype tool, another major component of the experimental system
is a pump. The entire pump system was designed, purchased and built by the Advanced
Drilling Group (ADG). The triplex reciprocating CAT pump is used in this systcm. Its
specifications are provided in Table 5.5. Flow rate of the pump is controlled by a variable
frequency drive (VFD). The system has double protection in order to avoid excessive
pressure: a reliefvalveand an unloading valve. A pulsation dampener is located at the
pump outlet and its pre-charged pressure is 450 psi.
TablcS.S-Pulllpspccitications
Parameter
Flow rate
Pressure range
Rotary speed
Motor power
Value
5 - 40
100-1000
680
30
Dimension
USgpm
psi
rpm
hp
Four measurement sensors were available during experimental investigation: a basic
pressurcgauge, two pressure transducers and an accelerometer. The pressure gauge was
installed before the inlet hose; this was used to adjust the inlet pressure and to compare its
valuc with inlet transducer readings. In order to measure vibrationsofthc protolypc tool.
asinglcaxisaccelerometerwas used. Its maximum measurement range is±4gand
maximum li'equency output is 100 Hz. Flow rate was calculated li'om the VFD signal.
which controls the pump motor speed.
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Two pressure transducers were available for selection: the U IK 5000 with a
pressure range of 0 to 1000 psi. and the Cerabar PMP 131 with a pressure range of 0 to
1500 psi. Both sensors have high frequency response; however, we were limited to 1000
liz orsampling rrequency rrom the data acquisition system (DAQ). Both sensors have an
output current of4 to 20 mA. The U IK 5000 was chosen as a sensor lor outlet pressure
because it is more sensitive: accuracy lor both pressure transducers is ± 0.2% orthe full
scale. but the full seale lor UNIK is smaller, so it is more accurate.
Overall. during the presented experimental studies (our measuremenls could be
obtained (Figure 5.3): inlet pressure in a range of 0 to 1500 psi, outlet pressure in a range
of 0 to 1000 psi, accelerations on the tool in a range of± 4g and a flow rate within pump
capabilities. These data were displayed during experiments in digital (data vs. time) and
analog (gauge type) mode, as it is presented in the Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 - Labview interface for the prototype experiments developed by Qian Gao
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6 Prototype Experiments
This chapter will introduce experimental results of the pulse-cavitation prototype
testing at the laboratory facilities. The purpose of the current experimental investigation is
to confirm cavitation process initiation, to identify the operationallimi(s ofthc tool and to
characterize the pressure pulsations and vibration accelerations orthe tool. The l1uid used
in these experiments was water.
6.1 Initial Experimental Observations
First trial runs were conducted as simply as possible. The main purpose of these runs
was to achieve cavitation and to observe the behavior of the prototype.
Safety precautions were considered first. As stated previously, the tool can vibrate
with very high accelerations, so it was decided to fix the tool. The prototype was placed
on a stcel "C' type beam to avoid its free rotation, which would occur on a l1at surface.
Cardboard was placed in between the tool and beam as a cushion material. A strapping
belt was used to fix the prototype and beam with a wooden skid that was placed on the lab
1100r. Protective transparent screens were placed around the prototype in case of water
splashes.
For the first runs no valves or transducers were used. Inlet and outlet hoseswerc
connected to the tool through I inch nipples. The outlet hose was placed outside the lab.
next to the drainage grate.
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Aller all preparations were completed, the pump was started and the Ilow directcd to
thc tool. During tool operation no leakages were observed, so protective screens were
removed. The only factor that could be manipulated was flow rate. For thc first trials it
was decided not to go beyond 300 psi at the inlet pressure. This pressure was rcachcd
quite quickly, without a significant increase in flow rate. From the start of the tool
operation, cavitation was detected by its distinguished noise and becauseofthc prescncc
of water bubbles in the outlet hose. Pressure pulsations were detected at the outlet of the
tool; lhesecould be easily sensed by touching the outlet hose. It was clearly identilicd that
bubblcs were collapsing in the hose and some of them were also observed at the hosc
oUllet, ncxt to the sewage grate. In spite of expectations, no significant vibrations wcre
observed during the operation of the prototype.
Significant observations were made during the first trial runs with the pulse-
cavitation prototype: cavitation did occur starting at small Ilow rates (6 gpm), prcssurc
pulsations were generated at the tool outlet and no significant tool vibrations were
observed. Also, considering the observations stated before, it was assumed that not all thc
bubbles collapsed inside the tool.
Despite the lack of vibrations, the first trial runs were considered successful. as
cavitation was achieved and pressure pulses could be sensed atthc tool outlet.
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6.2 Characterization Tests
After initial observations of the performance of the prototype, it was decided to
obtain pressure measurements at the outlet of the tool. In addition, two fittings were
proposed to be installed at the same location.
A baek pressure regulator was required to obtain a different ratio of outlet to inlet
pressure. Furthermore. back pressure application was proposed asasolution to lorce
cavities to collapse inside the tool. According to the available fittings selection al the
laboratory, a ball valve was chosen as a back pressure regulator, rated lor 1000 psi
pressure with a I inch inside diameter. Although a ball valve might not be the best option
for precise pressure regulation. it is the proper tool to create !low restriction. At this stage
of the experiments we do not require very precise control oftheback pressure.
A pressure transducer was installed on the I inch teeconnectinglhe prolotypeand
the ball valve. At this configuration we would be able to observe pressure pulsations
caused by the tool at different inlet and outlet pressures. Two pressure transducers were
available with pressure rates of 1000 and 1500 psi. It was decided to use a Ik transducer,
as it is more sensitive.
Another litting that was installed at the prototype outlet was a 5 loot long pipe with a
I inch inside diameter. This idea was implemented to observe the difference in pressure
pulsations right downstream of the prototype and at some distance. In addition, it was
decided to observe ifany vibrations would occur ifbubblescollapsed inside the rigid
pipe. which was connected to the tool.
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Experiments were conducted following a simple procedure. The pump was running
continuously during the experiment and the Ilowwasdirected to the pulse-cavitation
prototype. The flow rate at the beginning was adjusted to 6 gpm. which corresponds to
100 psi of inlet pressure. While changing the flow rate, the pressure gauge was monitored
to adjust required inlet pressure. At a certain setting of the tool, which corresponds to the
adjusted inlet and back pressures,data were recorded for approximately 20 seconds.
Within this time, measurements were taken every O.OOls. which provided a surlicienl data
set lor future analysis.
The obtained data are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. During experiments.
signilicant vibrations were not observed in both cases: with a 5 foot long rigid pipe and
without. In the case when the pipe was installed, bubbles were collapsing before they
reached the outlet hose; nevertheless. this did not create significant vibrations on the tool
body. However, some vibrations could be sensed on the prototype body. but they did not
have enough amplitude to be obvious. In addition, these barely sensed vibrations occurred
with and without the pipe.
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Tablc6.I-DntaobtaincddownstrcamofthcSfoot pipc
Flow Inlet Outlet
# rate, pressure pressure
gpm PI, psi 1'2, psi
AI',
psi
Max. I' FFT analysis, Hz
P2IPI peak, Dom. 2nd 3rd
psi
I 6
2 6
3 6
4 6
5 8
6 8
7 8
8 8
9 12
10 12
II 12
100
100
100
210
200
200
200
400
400
400
400
15 85 0.15 300
25 75 0.25 350
40 60 0.40 330
170 40 0.81 880
15 185 0.08 300
25 175 0.13 480
35 165 0.18 440
300 100 0.75 1000
15 385 0.04 430
25 375 0.06 380
40 360 0.10 410
10 60 125
10 60 125
10 60 125
10 125 240
2 125 240
2 125 240
12 12524cl
6 125 290
10 125 240
10 125 240
10 125 240
A pressure gauge was installed at the inlet side to observe inlet pressure. The !low
rate estimation was displayed on the LabView interface; this was calibrated with a pump
speed control knob. The average value of outlet pressure was used in these tables.
Calculated values match the approximate average constant pressure that can be observed
at the pressure plot (Figure 6.1). Another significant observation was regarding FFT
analysis. The produced plot showed multiple peaks at certain frequencies. This is the
reason for including the dominant frequency with the second and third frequency peaks.
In addition, it was observed that inlet pressure remains constant, while back pressure
fluctuates to some extent.
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Table6.2-0ataobtained directly downstream of the prototype
Flow Inlet Outlet Max.P FFTanalysis, Hz
~P,
# rate, pressure pressure P21P1 peak, Dom. 2nd 3rd
psi
gpm PI, psi P2, psi psi f f f
I 6 100 15 85 0.15 380 3 125 240
2 6 100 15 85 0.15 420 3 125 240
3 6 100 25 75 0.25 370 10 125 240
4 6 210 175 35 0.83 890 10 125 240
5 8 200 15 185 0.08 375 3 125 240
6 8 200 15 185 0.08 340 125 3 240
7 8 200 25 175 0.13 520 125 240 3
8 8 400 350 50 0.88 1000 7 125 290
9 12 400 15 385 0.04 480 10 125 240
10 12 400 15 385 0.04 610 10 125 240
II 12 400 25 375 0.06 415 10 125 240
12 12 440 420 20 0.95 1000 10 125 90
As we can see from these two tables, maximum pressure peaks are in agreement as
well as fI'equencies obtained from FFT analysis. It can be concluded that there is no
significant difference in data readings obtained directly downstream of the prototype tool
and 5 feet downstream from the tool. In addition, data shows that pressure pulsations are
not damping within a few feet of the distance after the cavitation tool outlet.
Figure 6.1 presents the pressure plot for run number 8 fI'om Tablc 6.2. As we can see.
approximate average pressure is 350 psi. This value was also obtained by calculating the
average data Il'om all pressures. Significant pressure pulses that reach 1000 psi are clearly
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visible in Figure6.1.l-lowever, it is hard to distinguish the nature of the pulse. because
the triplex pump has its own pulsations.
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Figllrc6.I-PrcsslIrcplllscsrccordcddircctlydowlIslrcamofthcprotolypc
These results were quite promising. The first reason for this was that high amplitudc
pressure pulses were observed at the outlet of the tool. In addition, frequency peaks on
FFf plots showed that pressure pulsations have some high frequency components, which
are caused by cavitation.
The experiments were conducted at a maximum flow rate of 12 gpm, which
corresponds to 400 psi inlet pressure. It was not possible to increase the inlet pressure
with a flow rate increase during experimental runs. The reason lor this was discovered
after all runs were completed. The unloading valve at the pump outlet was set by del~lltlt
lor the pressure of 450 psi. When we reached that pressure, the unloading valve opened
and a portion of the water was by-passed to a water tank. Aller this problem was
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identified, the unloader valve was adjusted for 850 psi to enable us to obtain data at
higher pressures.
6.3 Prototype Performance Evaluation Experiments
After gaining some experience with tool operation and observing promising results
described in the previous section. comprehensive experiments wereconducted.AI this
stage of experimental investigation it was decided to conduct tests over the available
pressure range. reaching a maximum valueof800 psi (the un loader valve was set for 850
psi (or safety reasons). Furthermore, in order to monitor pressure pulsations at the tool
inlet, a 1500psi Cerobarpressuretransducerwas installed at the inlet side. As mentioned
before, some vibrations were sensed on the tool body, therefore. a uni-axisaeeeleromeler
was attached on the tool to obtain axial vibration measurements. As in the previous case.
a 1000 psi pressure transducer with higher accuracy was installed at the tool outlet.
Figure 6.2 presents photos of the experimental setup. Unlike the previous
experiments, the tool in the "C" type beam was placed on the cart to provide more
flexibility for vibration observations (Figure 6.2 a). Previously it was placed on the
wooden skid. The pump system was connected to the tool by a flexible hose; a pressure
transducer on the T connection was installed upstream of the tool (Figure 6.2 b). An
accelerorneterwith another pressure transducer was installed at the outlet (Figure 6.2 c).
lollowed bya ball valve asa back pressure regulator. Flexible hose connected to the ball
valve directed water to the drainage grate.
100
101
102
Figure 6.2 - Experimental setup: (a) overall view, (b) inlet, (c) outlet
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All the tests were conducted successfully and the results are in Appendix C. Data
were obtained for an inlet pressure range from 100 to 800 psi with a 100 psi increment.
For every inlet pressure, 6 data points were obtained for various back pressures, starting
from the fully opened ball valve to the almost closed one. Overall 48 data sets werc
available for the analysis.
Maximum considered inlet pressure was achieved at the flow rate of 15.5 gpm. Flow
rate versus inlet pressure plot is presented in Figure 6.3. As we can see, inlet pressure is
proportional to flow rate and the slope isquitesteep. Maximum pump pressure could be
reach cd at 199pm,which is basically halfofthe pump flow rate capability. Thescresults
can be compared to calculations performed in Section 5.1. Three methods werc used to
estimate pressure drop across the orifice and the results are pres~nted in the Tables 5.2.
5.3 and 5.4. Data Il'om Table 5.2 do not correspond to experimental observation, so the
assumption about its poor accuracy was correct. The second method of calculations is
closer to the actual data, as the estimated pressure drop at 15 gpm was 1105 psi.
However, it is still not accurate enough. The best fit showed the equation obtaincd from
paper [17]. Ataconstantorificediameterwithavariableflowcoenicient. 800 psi
prcssure drop was estimated at 16.7 gpm for the flow coefficient 01' 0.8, and at 14.6 gpm
lor thc flow coefficient 0.7. These data were extrapolated and the 11011' coenicicnt for thc
pulse-cavitation prototype was estimated as 0.75.
Pressure pulses pattern can be subdivided for low (100-300 psi) and high prcssurcs
(above 300 psi). At low pressures (Figure 6.4) outlet pressure pulses regularly excecded
inlet pressure. This pattern isthe same for the fully opened and partly closed ball valve.
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From Figure 6.4 it is visible that some peaks reached 1000 psi, which is 5 times highcr
than in leI prcssure (200 psi).
The pulsation profile looks different lor high inlet pressures. Figure 6.5 presents
pulsations lor test run #46 with a P2/Pl ratio 01'0.07, which means that back prcssurc is
not high (53 psi). Figure 6.6 shows the pulsation pattern lor test run #48. Both runs are
conducted at 800 psi, but the second one has P2/Pl ratio 01'0.7, and back pressure in this
caseis55lpsi.
As we can see from these figures, pressure pulsations are much more intense lor run
#48. At a small outlet pressure we can see significant pressure pulses; however. thc
difference between inlet and outlet pressure is big, so outlet pI'essure pulses are barely
exceeding the inlet pressure. At low pressures the difference is not that big, so outlet
pressure peaks can still exceed inlet pressure. Nevertheless, when the ball valve restricts
the flow downstream of the tool, creating significant back pressure, we can see that oUllet
pressure pulses beeomc more intense and they exceed inlet pressure olien (Figure 6.6).
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Figure6.4-Pressure pulsations for test run#11
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Figure 6.5- Pressure pulsations for test run #46
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Figure 6.6- Pressure pulsations for test run #48
As a result, we can conclude that outlet pressure pulsations are stronger and more
intensive with higher back pressure. In a real case scenario, there will always be a
significant amount of back pressure due to bit nozzles and wellbore frictional pressure
losses, as well as hydrostatic pressure in the annulus. Consequently, we can assume that
pressure pulsations would be at a higher rate in drilling lield conditions.
The vibration accelerations example is presented in Figure 6.7. The pattern of
vibration accelerations is similar for all runs. The saturated range of vibrations is always
within -0.5 to +0.5 g. In addition, high peaks reach values up to 4.48g. However, the
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maximum measurement range is ± 4 g. according to specs, so values above the rangc arc
not reliable. evertheless. in the results we can see few maximum acceleration values that
exceed acceleration of4g. The majority of maximum acceleration values are within the
range of2 to 4 g.
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Figure6.7-Vibratiol1acceleratiol1 plot for test rUI1#46
FFT analysis was applied to the pressure and vibration measurement data to compare
and evaluate them. First of all. it was observed that allhe inlet side of the tool. low
frequency pressure pulsations are always dominant (Figure 6.8). These plots correspond
to test runs # 15 at 300 psi (Figure 6.8 a), #27 at 500 psi (Figure 6.8 b) and #40 at 700 psi
(Figure 6.8 c). As shown, for all pressure ranges, dominant frequencies are within the
range of I to 15 Hz. Furthermore, after the dominant frequency peak. the amplitude on
the FFT plot sharply decreases. Therefore, we can conclude that no signilicant high
li'equency pulsations occur at the inlet side of the pulse-cavitation prototype 1001.
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Figure6.8-FFTplotsofamplitudeand powerspeclrulll forinleIIJreSSurepulsalions:(a)run
#15, (b) run #27, (c) run #40
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Vibration acceleration data showed clear peaks (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9 - FFT plots of amplitude and power spectrum for acceleration vibrations: (a) run #4,
(b)run#35,(c) run #46
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Three major patterns for acceleration data were observed. The most common one had
two dominant frequency peaks, tor instance test run #4 at 100 psi (Figure 6.9 a). Anothcr
case was associated with a single distinguished frequency peak,similarto tcst run #35 at
600 psi (Figure 6.9 b). Sometimes low frequency noise was observed on the FFT plot, as
lortcst run #46 at 800 psi (Figure 6.9 c), however, this isthe less common trend that was
observed during FFTanalysis.
The most interesting observations were made while analyzing ou tletpressure
pulsations (Figure 6.10). First of all, we can see clearly distinguished multiple peaks at
various frequencies. Unfortunately, the limit of current FFTanalysis is500 HZ,(sampling
rate was 0.001 s), becauseNyquistfrequencyequalshalfofthesampling frequency.
Neveltheless, it seems that dominant frequency peaks are always below 500 Hz.
Another significant observation that was made is the period of the multiplc fi'cquency
peaks. From Figure 6.1 I it is obvious that the frequency of a second peak is twice as large
as the first peak. This phenomenon is observed throughout all FFT plots lor outlel
pressure pulsations. Figure 6.11 shows test run #38 at full FFT scale (Figure 6.11 a) and
cnlarged scale at the tirstand second peak (Figure 6.1 I b). Aswecan see. the first peak
occursala frequencyof53.5 Hz, and the second oneat 107Hz. From thiswccan
conclude that multiple peaks are periodical, and that the period is equallo the lirsl peak.
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Figure 6.10 - FFT plot of amplitude and power spectrum for outlet pressure (test run #11)
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The phenomenon described above is not typical ofrenected waves. In this case the
frequency shift should be equal to the sound speed divided by two lengthsoflhe tool.
However. in such a scenario the frequency shift would be constant, because of the
constant tool geometry. As observed from the FFT plots, the frequency shill is equal to
that of the first peak. After consultations and some literature review,thi sphenomenon
was explained as non-linear harmonic behaviour: sub-and superharmonic.
According to [37]. liquid lhat contains microbubbles produces a nonlinear response
that results in harmonic dispersion. This produces harmonics with multiple frcqucncies
(superhannonics and subharmonics). Lauterborn [38] conducted a study in nonlinear
oscillations of gas bubbles in liquids. According to his observations. the cavitation
bubble. with its linear resonance frequencyofvO, was innuencedbythesoundfieldwith
the frequencyofvandthisresulted in multiple resonance peaks. which were identiliedas
superandsubhannonic(Figure6.12).lnthis Figure "normalized"amplitude is plotted as
a function of"nonnalized" fi'equency, where Rn is bubble radius and Rmax is maximum
radiusofa bubble [38]. It is clearly shown that the main resonance occurs in the region
vi vO=1 and distinguished resonances occur at the following peaks.
In addition to this, the study described in [39] also states that multiple harmonic
resonances were observed for the cavitation bubble affected by acoustic signals. The
authors also observed that superharmonics can reach up to the 20lh order.
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Figure6.I2-Frequencyrespol1securvesI381
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From the reviewed papers. it was concluded that the cavitation process that occurred
during the prototype operation is classified as nonlinear harmonic behaviour. This
explains the multiple peaks on the FFT plot and confirms that high f1'equency pressure
pulses that were observed are due to the collapse of cavitation bubbles.
The FFT analyses for vibration accelerations and pressure pulsations were compared.
First of all. from Appendix C we can see that vibration frequency very often matches
pressure pulsation frequency. However. sometimes a second or other pressure peak is
dominant but vibrations still occur at the frequency of the first outlet pressure peak
(Figure 6.13). As we can see li'om Figure 6.13, a second peak of outlet pressure
pulsations is dominant at approximately 100 Hz. Nevertheless, Figure 6.13 b presents
rFT analysis of vibration accelerations for the same test run. and we can see that the
dominant frequency matches the first frequency peak of the pressure pulsations.
Ilowever. we can still observe a significant peak on the vibration FFT plOI at 100 liz. The
only time when vibration occurred at the second pressure pulsation peak was in test run
#46 (Appendix C). The recorded acceleration frequency was 116 Hz, while the lirst
pressure pulsation frequency was 58 Hz. However. according to accelerometer specs
maximum li'equency response is 100 Hz, which means that at a higher frequency.
amplitude measurements are not reliable, but frequency measurement should be reliable.
Even though we can clearly observe that vibrations occur due to pressure pulsations at the
outlet as their frequency matches. it should be also possible to vibrate at the second or
other peaks. if they become signilicantly dominant.
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Figure 6.13- Frequency of (a) pressure pulsations and (b) vibration accelerations
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Figure 6.14 presents the vibration frequency dependence on the prototype inlet
pressure. As we can see, these parameters are proportional, and an increase in inlet
pressure leads to an increase of the vibration frequency. The lines presented on the plot
show vibration frequencies that occur in the first frequency peak of the pressure
pulsations (observed during experiments) and may occur in the second one (assumed to
be possible). Considering the 1000 psi inlet pressure, prototype should vibrate at a
frequency of70 Hz; ifit were possible to "shift" vibrations to the second pressure
pulsation frequency peak, we could have achieved 140 Hz.
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6.4 Confirmation Tests
Experimental results presented in the previous section showed some trends and
proved the concept capability. However. there are still a few questions len alkr analysis
was conducted. First of all. within 6 experimental measurements at a constant inlet
pressure we did not have enough data points to observe a P2/PI ratio influence on the
prototype performance. Secondly. measurement questions were raised due to
accelerometer measurements, which sometimes exceeded the measuring range stated in
the specification. In addition, pressure pulsations caused by the pump should be
distinguished more clearly.
The first experiments that were conducted aimed to observe a P2/P I ratio influence.
According to Manko [17], with the ratio increase we should observe a li'equency increase.
and a decrease in outlet pressure pulsations and vibration accelerations. The test was
designed to operate the prototype at three inlet pressures: 300. 500 and 700 psi.llowever.
during operation of the tool at 500 psi. the outlet pressure transducer was damaged.
During the entire operation of the tool. outlet pressure pulsations were exceeding 1000
psi. which is the measuring limit of the transducer. It was assumed that the transducer was
damaged due to continuous exposure to high pressure pulses. Nevertheless. all 12 d<lta
points were obtained for an inlet pressure 01'300 psi (Appendix D). which is enough to
characterize a P2/PI ratio influence. Further experiments were not conducted in order to
avoid damage of other pressure transducers, whieh are also rated lor 1000 psi.
During analysis of the experimental results the same trends were observed as lor
previous experiments. First of all, vibration and pressure pulse frequencies matched those
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of previous experiments. Pressure pulsations at the outlet were reaching 1000 psi, which
is more than 3 times higher than inlet pressure.
During FFT analysis of 12 points with different P2/P I ratios, no frequency change
was observed. It seems that vibration fl'equency depends only on the inlet pressure, for
this prototype (Figure 6.15).
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Figurc6.15-Vibration frequency versus P2/PI ratio
Vibration accelerations should be maximum at a P2/Pl ratio, close to 0.2, and then
steeply decrease. From Figure 6.16 it seems that maximum accelerations were achieved
within the ratio range of 0.\5 to 0.2, but we cannot observe a clear pattern.
It was not possible to characterize pressure pulsation magnitude due to the
measurement limit of 1000 psi, which was exceeded quite often.
Another significant feature of the prototype operation was observed. As we can see
from the results (Appendix D), inlet pressure remains constant in the approximate ratio
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range from 0.15 to 0.7. After reaching the ratio of 0.7, inlet pressure starls to build up
with an increase of the back pressure.
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The next step was to evaluate noise of the measurement tools and estimate its
possible influence on the experimental results.
In order to characterize pressure pulsations and monitor the noise in thc pressurc
transducer signal. a simple test was conducted. An inlet hose was connected to the outlct
through a I inch tee with a 1500 psi Cerobar pressure transducer. Another 1000 psi
prcssuretransducer(with similar characteristics to the damaged sensor) wasattachcd toa
port on the other component which was opened to the atmosphere. Measurements wcrc
obtained starting from the flow rate of8 gpm.
Pressure pulsations caused by the pump were calculated firs\. According to the
specification. the speed of the pump at the full flow rate of40 gpm is 680 rpm. For thc
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triplex pump (with three pistons) three strokes take place during a single rotation of the
pump pulley. Then maximum frequency that the pump can produce is 34 Hz. According
to the manual, the pump speed is proportional to the flow rate, therefore, the frequency
can be calculated for any specific flow rate. At the same time frequency peaks from the
data were analyzed. Calculated values and FFT peaks from pressure transducer
measurements are plotted in Figure 6.17.
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Figure6.17-Pump pressure pulsations
The FFT data is slightly scattered due to pressure transducer noise, however, the
calculated pulsation frequency corresponds to the actual data. As we can see, the
maximum frequency caused by the pump in the considered flow rate range is from 4 to 15
Hz. This means that observed pressure pulsations at the outlet of the tool, which are in the
range of25 to 400 Hz are due to cavitation.
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Both pressure transducers have some noise. Even the 1000 psi transducer that was
not attached to the flow system showed some small pulsations. It was observed that for
both measurements, sensor noise has two constant frequency peaks on thc FFT plot. 2 liz
and 12 Hz. These ll'equenciesaresmallerthan the pulsations created by cavitation: in
addition, the amplitude on the FFT plot for the detached 1000 psi transduccr is smaller
than that observed for previous experiments. The magnitude of the average pressurc
recorded by the detached transducer showed a constant pressure, within 4 to 5 psi.
Furthermore, no multiple peaks or similar trends were observed on noise FFT plots, so
recorded pulsations were not due to transducer noise. Overall it was concluded that noisc
of the pressure transducer could not significantly affect the results.
These additional experiments contiI'm the previous suggestion about the low
fl'equency component of the pump pulsations on the outlet pressure FFT plots. Figure
6.18 presents the FFT plot of the outlet pressure for confirmation run #8 (Appendix D). In
this figure, the amplitude plot has an entire range of500 Hz and a power plot range
limited to 50 Hz, in order to present low frequency components more clearly. From
Figure6.18 we can clearly identify pressure pulsations caused by cavitation (I) with the
frcqucncy peaks starting from 35 Hz. The low frequency range consists of two
components: pump pulsations (2) and noise (3), which corresponds to the 2 and 12 Hz
noise for pressure transducers mentioned above. Pressure pulsations caused by the pump
were estimated at 8.1 Hz by numerical method and on FFT we can observe approximatcly
9.5 Hz.
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During the pump pulsation experiment, an accelerometer was placed on the rig that
was located next to the pump. It was noticed that the accelerometer had significant noise
during operation of the pump. The plotted vibration accelerations look similar to those in
Figure 6.7, which was recorded for previous experiments. The magnitude of the
maximum acceleration peaks reached up to 3.5g, in addition, on FFT plots some high
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frequency peaks were present as well. From this we can conclude that the magnitudc of
thc acceleration vibrations recorded during previous tests might not be reliable duc to
accelerometer noise. However. as the frequencyofthevibrationacccicrationsmatched
thc frequency of pressure pulsations. it was assumed that these data were correct. A.ftcr
this analysis. the YARD group concluded that the current accelerometer is not thc bcst
option for future vibration measurements and subsequent tests would use high frcqucncy
response accelerometers.
Another observation was made while the pump was not in operation. In this case the
noise lor the pressure transducers and accelerometer become negligib leand the FFTpiol
was clear. without any peaks. This brought the assumption that pump li'ame vibrations
might be transferred to the rig. so this could affect the accelerometer noise described
above.
One more observation was done during the experimental study. As was expected. rust
appeared on the tool interior (Figure 6.19 a) and exterior (Figure 6.19 b) surfaces. because
the prototype body was manufactured from regular steel. However. this did not have an
inlluence on the outcome results. First of all. rust appeared after the first trial tests.
Secondly. confirmation experiments were conducted one week after full experiments and
the same agreed data was produced. Rust inlluenee was neglected at the design stage. The
reason isthat rust can only affect the interior surface and increase wall roughness that
corresponds to frictional pressure losses. However. in our case frictional losses
downstream of the cavitating part could be neglected because they are too small in
comparison to shock losses in the orifice. Consequently. prototype perlormance mainly
depends on the shock pressure loss. which is not dependent on the surface roughness.
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Rust could only cause a difference in the tool performance if it changed the diamcter of
the orifice, which would influence inlet pressure response with the !low rate and
consequently the ti'equency response of the tool. After analyzing surfaces. an orifice
diameter increase was not observed; this could be also concluded from experimental
results.
The cavitating part had almost no rust on the exterior. which means that the o-ring
restricted !low around the part. Flow passage downstream of the pipe was inspected and
no significant rusl voids or serious damage were observed. Major rust was observed
upstream (Figure 6.19c) of the orifice. This is caused by the significant amount of water
that remained at the inlet side during the non-operational time of the tool.
In conclusion, from the confirmation experiment's outcomes. it can be said that
results are quite consistent and that at the adjusted inlet pressure we have constant and
predictable fj'equency of the pressure pulsations and vibration accelerations. In addition. it
was confirmed that pressure pulsations caused by the pumpareofa low frequency. and
could not interfere with the recorded higher frequency pressure pulsations. From the
information presented above, there is no doubt that the pressure transducer noise could be
misinterpreted in the reported results. however. the accelerometer measurement has some
doubt. and especially the magnitude of the accelerations. and this should be confirmed in
future experiments with another approach to vibration measurement.
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figure 6.19-Rust observation on the prototypesurfaees: (a) orifiee, (b) exterior, (e) inlet
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This study was intended to develop a potential tool for vibration assisted drilling
experiments. The tool is required to apply vibrations on top of the bit and its gcomctry
should fit the drill string sub in order to be feasible for a real field drilling scenario. In
addition, the prototype should havea simple controlling mechanism driven by hydraulics
(drilling mud) to avoid other energy sources downhole.
1\ potential candidate was considered among studied and proven technologies. Asa
result. the cavitation tool concept was chosen for prototype development, due to its main
advantages. such as simple design, and the absence of mechanical rotating parts and
springs. as well as not having parts with a high wear rate. These factors. along with
proposed performance characteristics observed by other researchers, made a major
contribution to the potential prototype choice. As the result, a cavitation phenomcnon was
chosen asan approach to create a vibration oscillation tool. The other part orthc
investigation was divided into three major stages: numerical simulations. engineering
dcsign and experimental confirmation. First, the flow passage. which is critical for the
proposed tool, was chosen in advance and was simulated with CFD software. Simulations
yielded promising results that were partially in agreement with referenced studies. Altcr
the numerical suggestion of tool feasibility.aprototypewasdesignedwiththesametlow
passage that was simulated. The tool design included laboratorycapabi!itiesand
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requirements for possible future field installation with a 6 inch bit. After the tool was
manufactured, experimental investigation was conducted.
As a result of the experiments, major performance observations were reported:
- cavitation occurred over the entire tested pressure range. 100 to 800 psi;
- inlet pressure pulsation was mainly caused by low frequency pump pulsations;
- cavitation created pressure pulsations, which caused vibrations on the tool. This
can be concluded I"om a match of the dominant frequencies of pressure pulses and
vibration accelerations. In addition, these frequencies were high enough to
distinguish them from pulsations caused by the pump;
- outlet pressure pulse peaks exceeded inletpressureby3 to 5 times. In addition, it
was concluded that pulsations are more intense when back pressure is higher;
- outlet pressure pulsations had multiple resonance frequcncy peaks due to thc
nonlinear harmonic nature of cavitation bubble behaviour:
- vibrations occurring at the frequency of outlet pressure pulsations caused by
cavitation and its frequency matched the first frequency peak ofpressurc
pulsations: however, it was assumed that vibrations can occur at the second and
other peaks;
- at the current stage of prototype development vibration f1'equency isdcpcndcnt
only on the prototype inlet pressure;
- the amount of pressure drop across the pulse-cavitation prototype can be
controlled by back pressure, however, in order to maintain constant inlet pressure.
at least 30% of the pressure should be dropped (P2/Plmax=0.7).
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Experimental and simulation results were compared and the conclusion has been
made that the existing CFD model mainly can be used to predict cavitation initiation. In
addition, experiments confirmed two simulation observations: frequency of pressure
pulsations increases with an inlet pressure increase, and out Ietpressure peaks can exceed
inlet pressure. However, the simulated frequency response of outlet pressure pulses docs
not agree with experimental data, probably due to boundary conditions of the simulated
model.
The overall outcome of this entire investigation can be concluded as quite successful.
because the initial goal was achieved: the tool can produce vibrations, it hasasimple
design suitable for field drill string installation, and drilling mud is the only supply source
that is required for prototype operation. In addition, the pulse-cavitation prototype
produces significant outlet pressure pulses, which can exceed inletpressurc. These
partially confirm results and theory presented in Pilipenkostudy [17]. Nevertheless. at
this stage of prototype development relatively small frequencies were obtained. In
addition. the current experimental setup did not allow the creation ofa considerable
vibration amplitude, and acceleration magnitude measurements were not consistent.
laking into account the noise in the measurement device. Considering these points. we
can conclude that initial development confirmed the feasibility of the prototype and
further development is encouraged.
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7.2 Future Work
Considering results obtained during this investigation, some goals for future
prototype development can be proposed:
Tool operation confirmation with: According to the simulations, a
prototype tool should have a similar performance to viscous fluids. but its
perlormancecandilTerin terms of frequency response and outlet pressure peak
magnitudes. This experimental conlirmation has the first priority due 10 the fact that
all drilling operations are performed with drilling mud of high viscosity. including
thixotropic features.
2. Geometry improvement: As was reported in referenced studies and
observed during experiments, flow passage is one of the most important factors or
the prototype performance. Consequently, improving geometry of the hydraulic
passage can improve tool performance to the required parameters. This improvement
can be conducted by optimizing inlet and outlet geometrical parameters (inlet and
outlet angle of the cavitating part, length of the orilice, length of the outlet pipe and
others) as well as by adding new components or elements up- or downstream of the
orilice.
.J. Experimental rrame development: In order to create vibration amplitude
and measure accurately vibration aceelerationsand forces that can be applied by the
prototype tool, an experimental frame should be designed. This should provide
controlled compliance and accurate measurements of the vibrations.
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4. Field test experiments: After performing previously mentioned
development stages, a field test should be conducted. First of aiL the prototype tool
should be modified in order to work with flow rates that are appropriate lor real
drilling conditions (this feature was considered during the design stage). Secondly,
real drilling mud should be used during experiments to observe viscosity and solid
content influence on the tool performance and lifetime. In addition, field
experiments are required in order to gain experience of the tool operation in the
downhole, and to monitor bottom hole pressure change during tool operation and
vibration propagation in the drill string.
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Appendix A: Downhole vibration tools specifications
~ . I Pressure Flow rate, Bit size, AppliedTool I Inventor I Frequency Amphtudeof I I forces on Field test
, Hz pulses, MPa t~~~,o~~~e gpm inch the bit
Hydraulic
I 0.56-0.60
Several field tests at
I Ch;", I I the depth rangepulsed University of upto 10 1.5-2.2 400-500 8.5 N/A 1300to6100m.
cavitating jet Petroleum ROPincrease: 10togenerator 100%
. 1'°';'"'00' I IOt050 1.4-3 TestonHigh frequency Technical 100- 2-3times 30-95%of Acceler.: experimental~~~llt~~i~~ator M~~~:~~~s. 10.000 higher than the inlet 20-110 3.6-5.9 50gto drilling ground.inlet pressure pressure
40-200 6-9.8
15.000g ROPimprovement:
60t070%
8tol2 7toll 2.5-5 42-66 1.69 5.8-8.9 Full scale tests were
IOtol7 2.5-12 66-105
reponed. but not the
HydroPul1 Tempress 7toll 2.12 7.5-12.5 field test. Reponed
6tol2 6t09 2.2-3.5 105-145 2.88 9.8-14.2
ROPimprovement
33% to 200%
Agitator Tool I NOV 112to26 N/A 3.1-4.8 150-330 6 N/A Field proven
I M"dh,mm" I N""'''k I
Depends on
. No I Woek'
Test at Terratek
flow rate. bit significant '1 Hammer facilities reponed
10 pressure drop
pressure wltlany
8.5 impacts are ROPimprovement
and hammer loss. flow (~:s~v:~t:t function of from 10to 100%. at
mass 10S;oL~to 400gpm) BHP pressure range 300
t030000si
Appendix B: Prototype Drawings
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Appendix C: Experimental Results
Test Flow Inlet Outlet Maximum Outlet pressure Inlet pressure
Pressure P2/PI Accelerometer
run rate, pressure pressure acceleratio pulse frequency pulse frequency
drop, psi ratio frequency, Hz
# gpm PI, psi P2, psi n,g Po, Hz Pi, Hz
I 6 108 43 65 0.40 3.08 22 65 22 175 \0
2 6 108 42 66 0.39 4.16 22 65 22 370 5
3 6 108 47 61 0.44 3.66 22 65 22 370 5
4 6 108 82 26 0.76 3.06 22 65 22 370 5
5 6 219 219 0 1.00 4.03 45 22 22 370 5
I
7 8 207 47 160 0.23 3.63 30 60 30 300 2
8 8 207 47 160 0.23 2.69 30 60 30 300 2
9 8 207 45 162 0.22 4.09 30 60 30 370 2
10 8 207 63 \44 0.30 3.90 30 60 30 370 2
II 8 207 137 70 0.66 3.91 30 60 30 370 2
12 8 250 I 211 39 0.84 2.20 30 60 30 370 2
I
13 9.5 303 I 35 268 0.12 3.06 35 60 35 370 3
14 9.5 303 I 36 267 0.12 2.73 35 60 35 70 3I
15 9.5 303 I 39 264 0.13 2.93 35 ~ ~ 70 3
16 9.5 303 I 51 252 0.17 4.45 ~ ~ 35 370 3
17 9.5 303 102 201 0.34 3~ ~ ~ 35 250 3
18 9.5 365 281 84 0.77 3.62 ~ ~ 35 m 3
19 II ~ 32 371 0.08 4.48 41 68 41 82 2
20 II 403 32 371 0.08 2.78 41 68 41 123 2
21 II 403 36 367 0.09 3.28 41 68 41 82 2
22 II 403 47 356 0.12 3.47 41 68 123 41 2
23 II 403 70 333 0.17 3.32 41 68 41 123 \0
24 II 403 ~ 319 0.21 3.89 14 41 123 41 2 (14)
25 12 491 22 ~ Q~ 3.16 ~ 75 (90) 90 45 2
26 12 491 23 468 0.05 3.23 ~ 75 (90) ~ ~ 10
27 12 491 37 454 0.08 3.98 ~ 90 ~ 45 2
28 12 491 « «7 0.09 3.41 ~ W ~ 45 2
29 12 491 83 408 0.17 3ffi ~ 30(90) ~ 135 2
30 12 491 201 290 0.41 2.97 ~ W 135 W 2
31 13.5 594 25 569 Q~ 3.26 ~ 100 100 150 10
32 13.5 594 I 25 569 Q~ 3.03 ~ 100 100 50 2
33 13.5 594 25 569 ~M 3.84 ~ 100 100 ISO 2
34 13.5 594
I
41 553 0.07 2.69 ~ 100 100 SO 2
35 13.5 594 n 522 0.12 3.77 ~ 100 ISO 10
36 13.5 594 275 319 0.46 ~~ ~ 100 100 SO 2
I
37 14.5 ~ 25 665 ~M 2.32 ~ 108 108 ~ 10
38 14.5 ~ 26 ~ ~M 2.73 ~ 108 108 54 10
39 14.5 ~ 26 ~ ~M 2.56 ~ 108 108 54 10
40 14.5 690 47 643 0.07 ~% ~ 108 (40) 1~ 54 10
41 14.5 ~ I M 616 0.11 2.76 ~ 108 108 ~ 10
~ 14.5 ~ 110 580 0.16 2.51 ~ 32 108 162 2
43 15.5 788 27 761 0.03 2.70 ~ 116 116 58 2
M 15.5 788 27 761 0.03 I~ ~ 116 116 58 2
45 15.5 788 27 761 0.03 2.28 ~ 116 116 58 2
46 15.5 788 53 735 0.07 2.35 116 58 116 174 2
47 15.5 788 97 691 0.12 2.39 ~ 116 116 1M 2
48 15.5 788 551 237 0.70 ~~ ~ 116 116 58 2
Appendix D: Confirmation Test Results
Outlet Inlet pressure
Flow Inlet Outlet Maximum
T~' Pressure P2/PI Accelerometer pressure pulse pulse
rate, pressure pressure acceleratio
run # drop, psi ratio frequency, Hz frequency Po, frequency Pi,
gpm PI, psi P2, psi n, g
Hz Hz
9.5 298 45.8 252.2 0.15 2.54 35 35 420
9.5 296 47.8 248.2 0.16 2.01 35 35 70
9.5 297 51 246 0.17 3.65 35 35 70
4 9.5 297 56 241 0.19 3.62 35 35 420
5 9.5 298 63 235 0.21 2.86 35 35 70
6 9.5 297 70 227 0.24 3.09 35 35 70
7 9.5 298 85 213 0.29 3.47 35 35 370
8 9.5 297 104 193 0.35 2.50 35 35 70
9 9.5 297 122 175 0.41 3.01 35 35 70
10 9.5 297 161 136 0.54 2.68 35 35 70
II 9.5 305 227 78 0.74 2.89 35 35 70
12 9.5 340 270 70 0.79 2.52 35 I 35 70




